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ABSTRACT

Antes (1974) described two stages of typical picture
viewing behavior. Fir�t, subjects scanned, making long
saccades to highly informative areas which were briefly
fixated. Second, informative areas become "bases of
operation" from which shorter saccades were made to less
informative regions which were fixated for a longer time.
The present study addressed anxiety's effects on this
pattern. Research suggests that increased arousal, of which
anxiety is one type, narrows attention to the most task
salient or informative cues (Hockey, 1970). The pattern of
attention described by Antes whereby details of
progressively less informativeness are attended might
therefore be affected by anxiety level.
Effects of both between-subjects differences in anxiety
(trait anxiety) and within-subjects differences in anxiety
(state anxiety) were investigated since research suggests
they are distinct. Higher anxiety was predicted to increase
(1) fixations to regions rated highly informative by an
independent group of 20 subjects and (2) interfixation
distance. It was predicted to decrease (1) the total number
of slide areas fixated and (2) fixation duration.
Forty undergraduates scoring high or low on the trait
portion of the Spielberger State Trait Anxiety Inventory
(STAI) viewed slides while their eye movements were
X

recorded. Then they described the slides. There were two
sessions. One was an hour before a scholastic examination,
to increase state anxiety (HISTATE). One was when there was
no impending examination (LOSTATE).
STAI scores indicated successful manipulation of state
anxiety, but neither it nor trait anxiety affected the
dependent variables. Analyses were rerun only on the data of
subjects reporting increased anxiety in HISTATE. Both STAI
scores and pupil diameter data indicated successfully
manipulated state anxiety. State anxiety significantly
decreased interfixation distance rather than, as predicted,
perpetuating the first stage of typical viewing involving
long saccades between highly informative areas. Possible
explanations for this finding were discussed, including; (1)
methodological artifacts; (2) anxiety constricting the visual
field and; (3) increased efficiency of viewing whereby
shorter saccades more economically scan picture areas.
Procedures for exploring these alternatives were discussed.
Additionally, discussion included methodological changes for
further research of this kind, such as improvements in
anxiety measurement, stimulus preparation, and subjects'
task.

xi

CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Trends in Cognitive Psychology
Cognitive theories of psychology have mushroomed in the
last 15 years, a situation due to several developments: the
vogue of French Structuralism with the related work of
Piaget (Gardner, 1981), the discontent with •black box•
psychology, and the rise of what sociologist Daniel Bell
(1973) called •post-industrial society"--a society no longer
primarily involved in producing goods, but in processing
information, using the computer as its primary tool. The way
the ubiquitous computer acquires, stores, and uses (i.e.,
how it processes) information has supplied cognitive
psychologists with numerous models of how humans acquire,
remember, and use information. The present study is closely
linked to this relatively new area of psychology called
"human information processing."
According to M.J. Eysenck (1977), a major shortcoming
of this cognitive theory has been that it tends to ignore
motivation. Eysenck contends in Attention and Arousal that
motivation has a great effect on attention. The present
study explores the effect of one motivator--anxiety--on
attention.
The present study is atypical since the independent
variable of trait anxiety is an individual difference.
Compared with the research seeking general laws of cognition
1

2

universal to all people, research exploring individual
differences in cognition is sparse. M. J. Eysenck (1977)
notes three beliefs contributing to such neglect. They are
(1) the belief that individual differences are trivial
across general laws of cognition, (2) the notion that
studying individual differences does not elucidate general
laws of cognition, and (3) the belief that data gathered in
individual difference research is hard to interpret since
subjects often differ on variables other than the one
controlled by the experimenter. Eysenck argues that
disparate performance by carefully screened subjects who
differ on a psychological variable does illuminate general
laws of cognition. He responds to each of the three
aforesaid beliefs by arguing, first, that there are
consistent,. replicable individual differences in cognitive
task per£ormance. An example is the performance of
introverts versus extraverts (see H.J Eysenck, 1967).
Second, he argues that combined data which does not account
for individual differences can be misleading, as illustrated
by Howarth and H. J. Eysenck (1968). These authors found
recall in a particular task unaffected by the length of the
retention interval, only to find subsequently that the
recall of extraverts had declined over the interval while
the recall of introverts had improved. Third, while
conceding that subjects differing on one variable often
differ consistently on another variable, and that
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personality variables can not be manipulated directly, M. W.
Eysenck argues that the experimenter can in fact attempt to
mimic personality characteristics either by situational
manipulation (e.g., introducing stressful stimuli in order
to increase anxiety) or by drug administration (e.g., the
use of alcohol to increase extraversion).
Operationalizing Shifts in Attention as Eye Movements
In the present study an examination was made of the
effect of trait anxiety and state anxiety on visual
attention, as measured by eye movements. As background, two
areas of research are pertinent: (1) research on eye
movements, and (2) research on the effects of anxiety on
task performance. The bearing of these research areas on
this study i� discussed below.
The eye movement literature holds considerable
importance for research on attention since attention shifts
can be operationalized as eye movements. This involves
equating the item which has its image fixated on the fovea
with the attended object. Hochberg (1970) wrote:
Eye movements are, of course, the most massive
instrument of visual attention. In normal vision,
in which the eye is free to move, the direction of
gaze offers so obvious and powerful a source of
perceptual selection that it seems almost
unnecessary to look any further in explaining the
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phenomena of attention. What doesn't fall within
your field you can't perceive at all, and what
doesn't fall on the fovea you can't see clearly.
(p.111)
But Hochberg also describes a problem in equating eye
fixations with attention. Two peopl e with identical stimuli
focussed on the fovea can report seeing, or attending to,
different things. Consider the ambiguous figure, popular in
introductory psychology textbooks, in which either a chalice
or two face profiles are seen depending on what the viewer
regards as figure and ground. Normally the observer can
w

decide w what option (i.e., the chalice or the face) to

attend, by choosing to look at certain regions of the
figure. But switching between the experience of chalice and
that of face, both voluntary and involuntary, can occur even
when an ambiguous figure is presented to the eye as a
stabilized retinal image. In this case, shifting attention
does not correspond to eye movements.
Schulman, Remington and McLean (1979) also provide a
case for dissociating attention from eye movements. They
note that since Wundt's (1912) time it has been understood
that a person can shift attention in the visual field
without making a saccade, as when a person

w

looks out of the

corner of his eye.n To support the validity of this
hypothesis, Schulman et al. cite the following behavioral
manifestation of the attentional shift in the absence of an
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eye movement: reaction time to a light stimulus in an empty
field of vision is reduced when a subject's attention is
directed to the appropriate part of the empty field even in
the absence of an eye movement (Posner, Nissen and Ogden,
1978). Attentional shifts, therefore, are not always
directly tied to actual eye movements.
Hochberg's attempt to uncouple attention and eye
movements is based on a traditional definition (both in
clinic al and experimental psychology) of attention which
equates it with conscious awareness, implying that the
object of attention is the same as the object of conscious
awareness. For research purposes this definition is weak
since it invo lves unobservables. Even for researchers who,
like Hochberg, conceptualize attention as awareness, eye
movements are still the best currently available and
pragmatic· way to operationalize attention. After all, people
usually have an awareness of the objects they are fixating
on. In addition, there are probably few everyday occurrences
of "switching phenomena." To our eyes the world is not
filled with ambiguous figures capable of multiple visual
interpretations. A number of people fixating, say, a hammer
will report seeing the same thing. An experimenter can be
confident that the commonly accepted organization of the
fixated stimuli is usually that which the subject will use
to organize data and attend to it.
Similar reasoning weakens Schulman, Remington and
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McLean's (1979) argument for dissociating attention from an
eye movement model. The prevalence of attentional shifts
without eye movements ·in everyday viewing is unknown, but it
seems doubtful that people normally •1ook out of the corner
of their eye• when they can simply fixate directly on the
desired stimulus. Hence it is unclear how much relevance
this phenomenon has on the question at hand-
operationalizing attention. For practical purposes it seems
a moot point. An investigator trying to operationalize
attention to complex stimuli would find it difficult, using
current methods, to account for shifting attention without
saccades.
For the present, therefore, eye fixations and eye
movements seem the most precisely measurable and face valid
indexes of attention and attentional shifts.
Relevant Research
The Time Course of Picture Viewing
Before attempting to study individual differences in
eye movements it is helpful to review the research exploring
the normal course of eye movements for subjects in general.
Antes (1974) and Penland (1979) provide overviews of such
research.
Modern objective recording of eye positions was begun
by Dodge (1907) who reported his results in an early
Psychological Review monograph (see Kling and Riggs, 1971).
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In 1935 G. Buswell published How People Look At Pictures
which described experiments in which he filmed corneal
reflections of subjects viewing famous paintings. He found
two phases of eye movements as viewing time progressed.

In

the first phase, subjects scanned over the entire painting,
making eye fixations of short duration. In the second phase,
more detailed areas were fixated for longer periods of time.
More recently, Yarbus (1967) described a repetitive pattern
of eye movements over time, with subjects tending to fixate
contours and other aspects of the picture likely to inform
them of content. The pattern described by Yarbus
corresponded to Buswell's description of a first stage where
long saccades were made. Yarbus found no second stage of eye
movements like that described by Buswell.
Mackworth and Morandi (1967) cut pictures into equal
sized sections, with each section scored for informativeness
by a group of raters. Informativeness was defined in terms
of recognizability--the ease with which the section would be
recognized on a future occasion. Intact copies of the
pictures were presented for ten seconds to an independent
group of subjects whose eye movements were recorded as they
viewed them.

on average subjects fixated highly informative

areas more than those rated low in informativeness.
Consistent with Buswell's work, there was an early scan of
areas of high informativeness. However, there was no
distinct second stage of viewing.
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Antes (1974) recorded eye movements as subjects viewed
complex pictures which had details rated for informativeness
by an independent group of subjects. Over time (1) the mean
fixation duration increased, (2) the mean length of saccades
decreased and (3) the mean informativeness of fixated areas
decreased. Subjects initially made long saccades to highly
informative areas, which, in a second phase of viewing,
became "bases of operation." A saccade would be made from
the "base" to a nearby area of low informativeness, then
back again.
It will be shown how the eye movement studies described
above, using an undifferentiated subject pool, provide the
basis for predicting eye movement patterns of anxious
subjects. An important concept is that of "informativeness."
It is here that eye movement research interfaces with
arousal (and by extension, anxiety) research, where it has
been found that arousal directs attention to areas of high
informativeness.
Arousal, Anxiety, and Attention
Exactly what is arousal? There is no consensus, making
an integration of the research difficult. Though the concept
of arousal pervades many areas of psychology, it is not
consistently anchored to observables at either the stimulus
or response end. On the stimulus end, a number of drugs,
stimuli, and personality differences have been assumed to
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affect arousal. On the response end, various physiological
and psychological measures have been proposed.
The concept of arousal was introduced by physiological
psychologists, and then linked to behavioral and subjective
phenomena. The physiologist Cannon (1929) related arousal to
emotion, positing that the experience of emotion was due to
a discharge of excitation in the thalamus. For the last
forty years, physiological data on autonomic activity,
muscle tension, and brain structures such as the reticular
activating system have given weight to the existence of a
factor variously described as "arousal", "excitation",
"energy mobilization" and "activation" (see Kling and Riggs,
1971). Lindsley (1951) made the concept relevant for
psychologists when he theorized that the then current
neurophysiological research, especially the research on the
brain stem reticular formation, was relevant to the study of
behavioral phenomena, particularly emotional intensity. Hebb
(1955) also stressed the importance of arousal on behavior.
He argued that the activation of the reticular formation
provided a background of tonic excitation which was the
physiological equivalent of behavioral drive.
Despite its mooring in physiological psychology, the
use of physiological measures of arousal in the individual
presents problems for the researcher. One problem is that
different physiological measures, such as autonomic nervous
system signs, do not always correlate with one another. Some
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autonomic signs may indicate high arousal while others
indicate the opposite. An example occurs during the time
interval in typical reaction time studies (reviewed by
Kahneman, 1973), where, for example, an alerting bell rings
and a subject expects a forthcoming reward. In this
situation, the components of the EEG indicate heightened
arousal, while there is typically a reduction in heart rate,
which by itself suggests parasympathetic activity--the
activity of systems not associated with flight, fright , or
fight, but with relaxation. Another problem of using
autonomic signs to gauge arousal is that individuals have
idiosyncratic responses to arousing stimuli (Lacy, 1967), so
that one aroused individual may have sweaty palms and normal
breathing, while another has dry palms and labored
breathing. Because arousal has sometimes been defined
physiologically, and sometimes psychologically, and because
there is no clear relationship between the kinds of arousal,
Lacey (1967) has argued that arousal should be defined by
three parameters--electrocortical arousal, autonomic
arousal, and behavioral arousal.
Anxiety is generally considered by biologically minded
psychologists to involve an elevated level of arousal.
Physiological psychologists, for example, study anxiety as
measured by skin conductance, heart rate, and alpha blockage
(Carey and Gottesman, 1981). In a clinical setting, a
diagnosis of an anxiety disorder often involves noting signs
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of sympathetic nervous system activation such as heart
palpitations, sweating, trembling, dry mouth, and flushing.
People with prominent anxiety symptoms have been shown to
have higher systolic blood pressure (Malmo and Shagass,
1952), muscle tension (Sainsbury, 1964), and palmar
conductance level (Lader and Wing, 1964). Drug studies also
support the idea that anxiety is related to high arousal.
Anxiety patients need higher doses of a sedative to achieve
a given criterion of drowsiness than do normals or other
patients (Shagass and Naiman, 1956). Since the early part of
this century it has been known that infused epinephrine,
which produces many of the effects of direct sympathetic
neural stimulation, tends to produce full fledged anxiety
attacks in anxiety patients, and, to a lesser extent, normal
controls (Tomkins, Sturgis & Wearn, 1919). Overall, there is
strong evidence that anxiety correlates positively with
arousal.
The picture becomes less clear when anxiety is
described behaviorally or psychodynamically. Conveniently
for purposes of integration, thousands of experimenters
since 1953 have used one measure of anxiety--the Taylor
Manifest Anxiety Scale (Taylor, 1953). The Taylor Manifest
Anxiety scale (TMAS) is derived from the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory and was orginally
developed by Janet Spence (nee Taylor) as a measure of drive
in research associated with Clark Hull's theory. It is
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considered a measure of "trait" anxiety, rather than "state"
anxiety. Trait anxiety refers to a person's general
predisposition for anxiety--to a personal style of
fearfulness, worry, and obsessiveness that characterizes a
person across situations. State anxiety is anxiety specific
to a particular situation or threat. An example is the fear
of a typically calm man before going into combat.
Some researchers have attacked the notion of traits,
arguing that people do not manifest the intra-individual
consistency of behavior across situations that is predicted
by trait theories (Mischel, 1968). In their view, behavior
is inconsistent and state determined. Saying a person has
high "trait anxiety" is merely saying that the probability
of his or her being in an anxious state at a particular time
is high. In this view, "trait anxiety" is not a real
individual difference. But though trait and state anxiety
share certain manifestations in the form of autonomic
arousal and subjective distress, the pharmacological and
clinical evidence suggest that trait anxiety and state
anxiety may be distinct.
Speculatively, one might equate "trait anxiety" with
the chronic watchfulness and vigilance of persons with panic
attacks--subjectively unpredictable onslaughts of fear and
autonomic arousal not anchored to specific environmental
stimuli. Persons so afflicted often develop a phobic way of
life, with agoraphobia, school phobia, and claustrophobia
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common. It is not unusual for various new phobias to develop
quickly and then prove ephemeral. The worrisome quality
appears cross-situational; a trait rather than state.
Sufferers of Simple Phobia present a different picture.
They typically are irrationally anxious in only one or two
situations (or the anticipation of such situations) in
contras t to the many phobias experienced in a Panic
Disorder. Common examples of Simple Phobia include fear of
snakes, bugs, and heights. such anxiety might etiologically
parallel the fear associated with real threats inasmuch as
classical conditioning is involved in at least some phobias
and realistic fears. As such, both share the similar
manifestations of emotional and avoidant behavior. It is
irrelevant here whether the fear is commonly experienced by
others (is considere d appropriate) or not (is considered
phobic).
The term "anticipatory anxiety" generally refers to
what has been described above as "state anxiety". Often an
effective pharmacological treatment for anticipatory anxiety
is a trial of one of the tranquilizers such as Valium or
Librium. Panic anxiety, however, proves refractory to
treatment with tranquilizers but remits with relatively
small daily doses of anti-depressants (Klein and Davis,
1969; Tyrer, Candy and Kelly, 1973). Zitrin, Woerner, and
Klein (1981) examined three groups of subjects.
"Agoraphobics" were defined by the authors as subjects with
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panic attacks and a fear of travel. "Mixed phobics" were
defined as subjects with panic attacks and either Simple
Phobia or social phobias (fear of public speaking, crowds,
etc). "Simple Phobics" were defined as those with
anticipatory anxiety but without panic attacks. Agoraphobics
and mixed phobics responded to treatment with imipramine (a
tricyclic antidepressant) but those with Simple Phobia did
not. This proves nothing in itself, but suggests that types
of anxiety which approximate the categories of state and
trait anxiety may have a different biochemical locus.
A qualitative difference between anxiety associated
with Panic Disorder and Simple Phobia is further suggested
by outcome research on systematic desensitization (Lang and
Lazovik, 1963). Systematic desensitization is ineffective
when the client suffers more than three phobias yet it is an
effective-treatment for those suffering up to three phobias.
Again, a qualitative difference exists between the sufferers
of anticipatory anxiety in a few situations and those who
are anxious in numerous situations. If it is agreed that the
former group constitutes a low trait anxiety group while the
latter constitutes a high trait anxiety group, then trait
anxiety seems to represent a real individual difference in
terms of treatment.
The Yerkes-Dodson Law
The well known Yerkes-Dodson Law (Yerkes & Dodson,
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1903) is the comprehensive summary of the relationship
between arousal and performance. Derived from research on
rats, the law describes performance on a given task as a
curvilinear function of arousal. As arousal increases from a
low level, performance first improves then deteriorates.
Every task has an optimal level of arousal, with difficult
tasks best performed at lower levels of arousal than simpler
tasks. Voluminous research supports the Yerkes-Dodson Law
within and across subjects, and with humans and infrahumans
(e.g., Broadhurst, 1957,1959; Duffy, 1957; Woodworth and
Schlossberg, 1954). The research fecundity of the law is
suggested by the hierarchy of explantions it has generated.
For example the law will be described below in terms of
restricted cue utilization (Easterbrook, 1959), which itself
will be explained in terms of attention to sources of high
priority (Cornsweet, 1969), which itself will be explained
in terms of a decrease in decision criteria under conditions
of arousal (Hockey, 1973).
Easterbrook's Hypothesis
Despite substantial evidence supporting the
Yerkes-Dodson Law, the basis for the curvilinear
relationship is disputed. A major hypothesis is that the
effects of arousal on performance are mediated by arousal's
effects on attention, specifically on the range of cues
attended and utilized by a person. In a well know article
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Easterbrook (1959) proposed that increases in arousal and
anxiety correspond to decreased range of cue utilization. It
was not an entirely new idea: Korchen summarized in 1964 the
thinking in this area, citing Tolman (1948) who suggested
that emotional arousal narrowed cognitive maps.
How does the restricted utilization of cues explain the
Yerkes-Dodson Law? First, Easterbrook conceptualizes
difficult tasks as tasks requiring utilization of a large
number of cues. As arousal increases, irrelevant cues are
eliminated first, and then relevant cues. In a difficult
task, even relatively low levels of arousal will eliminate
relevant cues since a wide range is required for task
performance. In an easy task requiring fewer cues, the
elimination of irrelevant cues improves performance. Only
with relatively high levels of arousal are relevant cues
eliminated in an easy task.
Research on Easterbrook's Hypothesis: Easterbrook's
hypothesis has generated much research. A number of studies
have shown that under conditions of induced arousal,
attention to peripheral cues is decreased. In an early
study, Bursill {1958) examined subjects' attentiveness to
stimuli in the periphery of vision under conditions of
temperature stress. Subjects performed a tracking task, and
at the

same time had to report the illumination of any of

the lights stretching in an array from the tracking task to
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the periphery of vision. Temperature stress most impaired
detection of the lights farthest in the periphery.
Bursill's definition of "peripheral cue" was literal.
Cornsweet (1969) argued that Bursill's findings

(see also

Bahrick, Fitts, and Rankin, 1952) did not really indicate
that aroused subjects were less sensitive to all peripheral
cues, only to task-irrelevant peripheral cues.

Cornsweet

applied el ectric shock to induce arousal and had subjects
press a button as quickly as possible when a light in the
center of their field of vision was activated. In half the
trials a peripheral light preceded by .3 seconds the
activation of the main light. Aroused subjects showed no
reduction of peripheral cue use, but, on the contrary, used
peripheral cues more than nonaroused subjects. The
interpretation was that arousal serves to increase the
attentional b ias towards relevant task components.
Hockey and Hamilton (1970) further examined selectivity
in attention allocation to relevant and irrelevant task
compone nts in a short-term memory situation. Subjects were
asked to recall in order a series of eight words on slides
projected one at a time on a screen, with each word located
in a different place on the screen. After recalling the
words, subjects were asked to indicate the appropriate
location of each word on the screen. Loud noise presented to
increase subject arousal during the slide presentation
reduced incidental learning of word locations on the slides
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but improved performance on the primary task, the ordered
recall. The results showed increased attentional selectivity
under conditions of arousal, with attention allocated to the
high-priority task component (words) and away from the low
priority task component (word location). The study supported
Easterbrook's (1959) contention that increased arousal
reduces the range of cue utilization, with task-irrelevant
cues eliminated before task-relevant cues.
In another study Hockey (1973) examined the role of
task priority in cue utilization using a "multi-source
monitoring task". Subjects sitting at a console consisting
of three lights and three buttons which activated the lights
were asked to locate "faults". Locating a fault consisted of
activating a light and noting a red instead of a white
light. Hockey. manipulated priority (the probability of a
light indicating a fault) by distributing faults among the
lights in a 6:3:1 ratio. He found that in the high

arousal

condition (noise), subjects increased sampling the light
with the highest fault probability--the most informative
light. In the low arousal treatment condition, sleep loss,
subjects reduced sampling of the highly informative source.
The results supported Easterbrook's hypothesis that high
arousal reduces the range of cue utilization, eliminating
attention to cues that are less salient for the task at
hand.
Hockey (1973) also speculated on the mechanism whereby
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attention is shifted to high probability sources under
conditions of arousal. He noted that under arousal a
systematic change was found in the subject's response to a
fault once a subject located it on a particular source.
Noise removed the tendency to check the source twice (i.e.,
make a repeat observation) before coming to a decision
about the presence or absence of a fault. Sleep loss, on
the other hand, increased the frequency of checking. In
other words, aroused subjects were more likely to make
definite decisions, even when these decisions were wrong.
Hockey conjectured that this tendency to make definite
decisions in conditions of uncertainty might lie behind
increase sampling of high probability sources in conditions
of arousal.
If these changes in decision criteria also
operate in the selection of sources for
sampling, then one could expect the proportion
of definite decisions to observe a source to be
increased in noise (and correspondingly
decreased with the loss of sleep). Such a
mechanism could perhaps produce the observed
changes in information-selection patterns if the
bias towards the definite decisions was stronger
for sources of high probability. (p. 4 1)
Hockey's idea is intriguing, but as yet untested.
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Anxiety and Performance
The experiments described so far involved the
manipulation of arousal. Research also reveals that anxiety
restricts cue utilization. Effects have been found both for
trait and state anxiety, the latter in the form of test
anxiety (see Geen, 1980). For example, Wachtel (1968) found
a significant negative correlation between a subject's score
on the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale {Taylor, 1953) and the
speed of reaction to signals occurring on the periphery of a
central tracking task, provided that the situation involved
evaluation of the subject's performance. In another study,
West, Lee, and Anderson (1969) differentiated among children
who had scored relatively high or low on the Test Anxiety
Scale for Children {Sarason, Davidson, Lighthall, Waite &
Ruebush, 1960), and gave both groups 40 arithmetic "story•
problems constructed in such a way that some contained
additional irrelevant information. Children low in test
anxiety performed more efficiently on the unembellished
items than the items containing irrelevant cues, while the
highly test-anxious children did not. Although the highly
test anxious children showed a slightly poorer level of
performance overall than their less anxious counterparts,
their performance was not hindered by the addition of
useless information.
Geen (1976) found further evidence of restricted cue
utilization in subjects with test anxiety. In a serial
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learnin g task, subjects were asked to remember which of a
set of several stimuli was the one designated correct on
each of 15 trials. In two conditions, numerical subscripts
were added to the stimuli. In one conditiori, the subscript
was consistent with the ordinal position of the correct one
within the set, while in the other condition it was selected
randomly. Subjects also performed under social conditions
designated to induce relatively strong or weak evaluation
anxiety. The results indicated that under conditions of
strong evaluation anxiety, subjects who had scored high on
the Test Anxiety Scale prior to the experiment were helped
less by the addition of relevant information than those who
had scored low, but they were also hindered less in their
recall by the insertion of irrelevant and potentially
distracting information. In both cases subjects high in test
anxiety behaved as if they were less affected by the
additional cues than those low in test anxiety, a finding
indicating that anxious subjects experienced a restricted
range of cue utilization.
The same phenomenon of restricted cue utilization is
apparent in typologies which, though not necessarily based
exclusively on the variable of anxiety, tend to distinguish
people differing on levels of trait anxiety. One such
dimension is the introversion-extraversion dimension
(Eysenck, 1967). The discussion below, which describes this
personality parameter and its relation to Easterbrook's
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hypothesis, draws from M.J. Eysenck's (1982) summary of the
literature.
Differences in introversion/extraversion are thought
to depend upon cortical arousal stemming from the ascending
reticular activating system and can thereby be employed to
examine effects of arousal. On a number of physiological
measures introverts show more arousal than extraverts
(Eysenck, 1967). Research supports this contention. Laverty
(1958) found that injections of sodium amytal (a depressant)
produced in subjects a significant shift towards greater
extraversion on a personality questionnaire and also
produced more extraverted behavior (e.g., increased
talkativeness and sociability). In addition, the amount of
sodium amytal required to produce slurred speech was greater
for introverts than for extraverts.
Several studies relate Easterbrook's (1959) hypothesis
to the introversion/extraversion dimension. Nideffer (1976)
administered a self-report inventory, the Test of Attention
and Interpersonal Style, to introverts and extraverts, and
found that extraverts perceived themselves as being able to
integrate many stimuli, to use information or ideas from
several different areas effectively, and to process a great
deal of information. In contrast, introverts reported a
tendency to make mistakes and become confused as a result of
thinking about too much at once.
Amalang, Wendt and Frundt (1977) described a more
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concrete relationship between introversion/extraversion and
Ea sterbrook's hypothesis. Subjects were asked to remember a
string of eight consonants for up to 25 seconds, while
performing a visual reaction time task during the retention
interval. Introverts performed worse than extraverts on the
subsidiary task, especially early in the retention interval,
in consonance with Hockey and Hamilton's

(1970) finding

that in a dual task, arousal causes a decrement in the
secondary task.

w.

Eysenck and M.C. Eysenck (1979b) investigated the

ability of extraverts and introverts to engage in parallel
processing. They used the Sternberg paradigm, in which
subjects have to decide as rapidly as possible whether or
not a probe stimulus matches any of the items in a short
memorized list. In the single task conditions subjects
either had to look for an exact match between the probe and
one of the memorized items or for a semantic match in which
the probe exemplified a category name in the memorized list.
In the dual task condition subjects had to look for both
kinds of match concurrently. Introverts performed about the
same as extraverts in the single task condition, but were
slower than extraverts in the dual task condition. The
results suggested that introverts have less capacity for
parallel processing than extraverts, and are unable to
attend to two tasks, a result consistent with Easterbrook's
(1959) hypothesis that high arousal reduces the

range of
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cue utilization.
Effects of introversion/extraversion on response
strategy have also been examined. As discussed above, Hockey
(1974) found that arousal decreased caution in subjects'
responding by reducing checking responses. Krupski, Rasking
and Bakan (1971) found the opposite, that low arousal tended
to decrease caution. They found that the positive
correlation between false alarms and extraversion on an
auditory vigilance task just failed to attain statistical
significance. The discrepancy between Hockey's (1974)
finding and Krupski et al's finding

may be due to the fact

that Hockey used state anxiety as an independent variable,
whereas Krupski et al used a measure involving trait
anxiety. State and trait anxiety may have different effects
on cautiousness. Another possibility for the discrepant
findings is that there is a u shaped function between
cautiousness and arousal. Very high levels of arousal and
very low levels of arousal may both reduce caution� A high
false alarm rate in aroused subjects might be duplicated by
those with low anxiety.
Anderson and Revelle {1982) examined Easterbrook's
{1959) hypothesis using impulsivity, as measured by the
Eysenck Personality Inventory, as an independent variable.
In a previous experiment Revelle, Humphreys, Simon and
Gilliland (1980) had found that impulsivity was a better
predictor of arousal than was extraversion, with impulsivity
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correlating inversely with arousal. Subjects were given
caffeine or a placebo and asked to proofread passages which
contained two types of mistakes. An "intraword" error
con sisted of mispellings or typographical errors, the
detection of which involves utilizing a relatively small
range of cues, the letters in the word. The second type of
error was "interword" errors, such as grammatical mistakes
or faulty word usage. Detection of interword errors requires
utilizing more cues than detection of intraword errors,
since both the letters of the word, and the semantic and
grammatical context of the words must be processed.
Anderson and Revelle predicted that in contrast to
intraword errors, which should be minimally affected by the
levels of arousal observed in the study, interword errors
would be detected more often under conditions of low arousal
(the placebo and higher impulsivity) than under conditions
of higher arousal (caffeine and lower impulsivity). The
results supported the prediction, showing a triple
interaction between task, level of impulsivity, and type of
drug. Caffeine reduced the interword detection rate of the
less impulsive subjects while for the more impulsive
subjects, caffeine was associated with slightly higher rates
of interword error detection than was the placebo. This
finding was consistent with the hypothesis that sensitivity
to relevant cues is maintained or improved when irrelevant
information is excluded. The results parallel the
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Yerkes-Dodson effect, with moderate arousal levels
associated with better interword error detection.
The Present Study
Rationale
Information processing research has typically favored
investigation of general laws of cognition applicable to all
subjects rather than alterations of cognition as a function
of individual differences (M.J. Eysenck, 1977). Information
processing research has also neglected the role of
motivation in processing (M.J. Eysenck, 1977). The present
study examined the effects on visual attention of one
individual difference--anxiety level, a concept which is
also a central motivational concept in a number of
psychological systems.
In this study visual attention was operationalized as
eye fixations, the best currently available method for
measuring attention and attentional shifts. The question was
whether subjects differing in anxiety level depart from the
typical pattern of attention to complex visual stimuli
termed by Antes (1974) the time course of picture viewing.
Antes found that in a first stage of viewing subjects
typically made long saccades, from one highly informative
detail to another, fixating these details briefly. In a
second stage, informative details became "bases of
operation." A saccade would be made from the "base" to a
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nearby are a of low informativeness and then back again. The
issue here was whether the time course of picture viewing
differs as a function of anxiety on parameters such as
degree of informativeness of fixated regions, interfixation
distance, and duration of fixations.
Why might the time course of picture viewing be
affected by anxiety level? The reason is that arousal level
differentially affects attention to details depending on
their degree of informativeness. The main feature of the
time course of picture viewing is a predictable progression
of attention from details of high to low informativeness. If
anxiety affects the regions a person will fixate depending
upon level of informativeness, it will alter the time course
of viewing.
How does anxiety level affect attention to informative
areas? Much research supports the notion that arousal, of
which anxiety is one type, constricts the range of cues
utilized by a subject. As arousal level increases, people's
attention funnels--an example is a student who while taking
a course examination does not hear a clanking radiator or
rustling papers. The narrowing of attention is systematic:
research suggests that subjects engaged in complex tasks
will narrow attention to the most task-salient (e.g.,
informative) cues when aroused. This being the case,
increased arousal should prolong the first stage of picture
viewing composed of long saccades to the most salient
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portions of a photograph. If so, any discussion of the time
course of picture viewing would need to account for the
effects of anxiety.
Effects on attention of both between-subjects
individual differences in trait anxiety as well as
within-subjects differences in state anxiety were
investigated. Recent research, much of it
psychopharmacological, suggests that anxiety is not a
unitary phenomena and that there is probably a biochemical
distinction between anticipatory and panic anxiety. If one
extrapolates from this, the two anxiety types may correspond
to the state anxiety/trait anxiety distinction. The
psychometric work of Spielberger (1986) and others (See
Cattell and Scheier, 1958, 1961) related to the State Trait
Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, 1970) also supports the
utility of this distinction.
Implementation of This Study
In this study subjects were asked to view and then
verbally describe photographs presented in slide form.
Subjects were either high in trait anxiety (HITRAITS) or low
in trait anxiety (LOTRAITS). Their eye movements were
recorded twice: once while they were in a state of high
anxiety (HISTATE) and once while they were in a state of low
anxiety (LOSTATE). There were four predictions. First,
higher levels of anxiety should be associated with a smaller
relative number of regions fixated. HITRAITS in HISTATE
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should fixate fewer areas than LOTRAITS in LOSTATE while
subjects with intermediate levels of anxiety should fixate
an intermediate number of regions. The prediction was
derived from Easterbrook's (1959) argument that increased
arousal corresponds to narrowed cue utilization.
Second, with higher anxiety levels, the number of
fixations on informative areas would be higher and fixations
on uninformative areas lower than for lower anxiety levels.
This proce eds from Hockey's (1970, 1974) finding that
attention of aroused subjects shifts to information sources
with the highest probability of providing relevant task
data.
Third, mean interfixation distance should increase with
increasing anxiety level. Anxious subjects should, in
effect, perseverate in the first phase of picture viewing,
continuing to scan more informative areas and maintaining
long saccades.
The fourth prediction is that mean fixation duration
should be shorter for more anxious subjects as they
perseverate in the first stage of picture viewing.
The assessment tool used in the study was the
Spielberger State Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger,
Gorsuch & Lushene, 1970), also known as the STAI. The STAI
is a reliable self-report measure based on the distinction
between state anxiety and trait anxiety. State anxiety items
were selected for the scale according to their sensitivity
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to situational stress and according to internal consistency
(Spielberger et al., 1970). Trait anxiety questions were
selected according to their correlation with the Institute
for Personality and Ability Testing Anxiety Scale and the
Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (Taylor, 1953). Trait anxiety
scores and state anxiety scores were found by Berger (1983),
who administered the STAI twice to the same group of
subjects, to have test-retest reliabilities of .66 and .73.
A measure of pupil dilation was also used to assess
anxiety. Pupil dilation is generally considered to vary with
autonomic nervous system activity, increasing under states
of arousal such as anxiety. The provision of a physiological
measure of arousal is consistent with Lacy's (1967) proposal
that arousal should be defined not only behaviorally but
also physiologically.
Eye movements were recorded with a corneal reflection
system, a non-intrusive way of determining location of eye
fixations upon a stimulus.

CHAPTER II
Methodology
Design
Th is study was a 2 by 2 by 2 factorial design. There
were three independent variables. Two were between-subjects
variables and one was a within-subjects variable. The
between-subjects variables were Sex and Trait Anxiety: the
two levels of the latter factor represented high and low
levels of trait anxiety. The within-subjects variable was
State Manipulation, representing two levels of state
anxiety, high and low. Levels of trait anxiety and state
anxiety were measured by the state Trait Anxiety Inventory
(STAI).

Of interest were the effects of the independent
variables on four dependent variables reflecting aspects of
visual attention. The dependent variables were: first, the
mean informativeness of the slide regions fixated by a
subject. Informativeness of slide regions was determined by
an independent group of subjects asked to rate how much
information each region conveyed relative to all the
information conveyed by the slide. The second dependent
variable was the mean number of different regions of a slide
that subjects fixated during its 20 second presentation. A
region consisted of one of 24 squares resulting from the
division of the slide by a 6 by 4 grid not apparent during
actual presentation. The third dependent variable was mean
31
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interfixation distance, or the mean distance between one
fixation and the next. Finally, the fourth dependent
variable was mean fixation duration, how long on average a
subject attended a detail before moving on.
The terms "HITRAITS" and "LOTRAITS" refer to subjects
with, respectively, high and low levels of trait anxiety.
Both groups performed a visual task in two conditions. They
performed it (1) in a situation conducive to high state
anxiety ("HISTATE") and (2) in a situation conducive to low
state anxiety ("LOSTATE"). In HISTATE subjects were run
within an hour before a major course examination, while in
LOSTATE they were run either exactly a week earlier or
later, when they had no examination. The four cells of the
Trait Anxiety by State Manipulation factorial combination
were: (1) LOTRAITS in LOSTATE; {2) LOTRAITS in HISTATE; (3)
HITRAITS in LOSTATE; and (4) HITRAITS in HISTATE.
Subjects were 20 HITRAITS (10 males, 10 females) and 20
LOTRAITS {10 males, 10 females). Whether subjects were run
first or second in HISTATE was counterbalanced. Hence, half
the HITRAITS (5 males, 5 females) and half the LOTRAITS (5
males, 5 females) was run first in HISTATE. The other half
of the HITRAITS (5 males, 5 females) and LOTRAITS {5 males,
5 females) was run first in LOSTATE.
Subjects
Subjects were 20 males and 20 females selected from the
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pool of University of North Dakota students taking
undergraduate psychology courses requiring research
participation in some form, or offering extra credit for
research participation. Subjects reported normal vision or
vision corrected to normal by glasses but not contact lenses,
since the latter can cause excessive blinking or tearing. The
twenty HITRAITS scored at least one standard deviation above
the mean of the standardizing population of the STAI--higher
than roughly 84% of the standardizing population. The twenty
LOTRAITS scored at least one standard Seviation below the
standard mean of the STAI, or below the 16th percentile.
In addition, twenty subjects (10 male, 10 female) from
the same subject pool served as raters to assess
informativeness of the slide stimuli regions. These subjects
reported normal vision, either with or without correction.
Apparatus
The eye movement recorder was a Gulf and western Eye
View Monitor, model 1994S, a system utilizing relative
displacement of the subject's pupil and corneal reflection
to determine eye fixation coordinates. The subject was
seated on a chair of adjustable height with his or her head
in a chin rest 46 inches from the white projection screen. A
low intensity infrared beam of light was bounced off the
cornea of the left eye to determine fixation point.
A Kodak Carousel projector several feet behind the
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subject's head projected slides onto the screen. The
projected image was 25.75 inches wide and 17.17 inches high.
Three cameras provided input to monitors facing the
experimenter but outside the subject's field of vision. One
camera behind the subject's head recorded the same slide the
subject viewed. Upon this image in the monitor, the eye
movement recorder superimposed crosshairs indicating the
point of fixation. A second camera, part of the eye movement
recorder, focused on the subject's face. The experimenter,
viewing this, could more easily adjust the height of the eye
movement recorder to the height of the subject's eye, which
varied slightly. This was due to the variable distance
between people's chin and eyes and also to the fact that
some shorter subjects needed a lower chin rest. A third
camera provided a closeup view of the subject's pupil and
cornea which was necessary to actually record the subject's
eye fixations.
Stimuli
The stimuli were twenty black and white photographs
taken from photography magazines, cropped to a 6 by 4
dimension, rephotographed, and prepared as slides. Ten
slides depicted scenes having one or more humans, and ten
showed no people. Though such a determination was
subjective, an attempt was made to avoid photographs
containing emotionally charged content. Photographs with
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writing were also avoided. The unpopulated pictures
portrayed nature scenes, architecture, furniture, and other
still life.
Because each subject was run twice, two sets of ten
slides were needed. Slides of five populated scenes and five
unpopulated scenes were presented in a random order. The
order in which the two slide sets were used was
counterbalanced, so that it did not vary with sex, level of
trait anxiety, level of state anxiety, or presentation order
of BISTATE and LOSTATE.
To rate the informativeness of slide details, the
following was done. After each magazine photograph was
rephotographed for use as a stimulus, the same photograph
was placed under a glass plate covered with a 6 by 4 grid,
and again rephotographed. The grid consisted of very thin
black tape made for optical purposes. The independent group
of raters saw the resulting slide, identical to those seen
by experimental subjects except for the superimposed grid.
For each slide, raters were supplied with a sheet of paper
showing the outline of a 6 by 4 grid. They were asked to
subjectively determine which of the slide's 24 regions
conveyed the most information relative to the information
conveyed by the whole photograph and to note a "l" in the
appropriate region. They were asked to note a "2" in the box
corresponding to the next most informative region, and so

•

on, until all 24 regions were rank ordered for
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informativeness. Raters were allowed as much time as needed
to rate slides. Only infrequently did this exceed 90
seconds. To determine ,the final informativeness rating of a
given region of a given slide, the ratings for this region
were summed across the 20 subjects. The lower the final sum
of that region, the higher its relative informativeness.
Procedure
Several hundred students were screened with the Trait
State Anxiety Inventory to obtain enough subjects with (1)
extremely high or low levels of trait anxiety, (2) a desire
to participate, and (3) normal vision or vision corrected by
glasses but not contact lenses. Students with appropriately
extreme trait anxiety scores were phoned and invited to
participate in a study on the effects of anxiety on
attention-to ordinary slides. Further details of the
procedure were described, including the rationale for
recording eye movements prior to an examination. If the
student chose to participate, two sessions were
scheduled--one within an hour before a major examination
worth at least 20% of their final grade, and one a week
earlier or later at about the same time, when the subject
could expect to be more relaxed.
Upon entering the laboratory, the subject was given an
informed consent sheet which described the purpose of the
experiment. The informed consent sheet detailed subjects'
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rights such as the option of terminating participation at
any point. The major liability for subjects in the study was
noted: that the experimenter was not responsible for the
subject's performance on the examination following eye
movement recording and if the subject supposed that
experimental participation would lower the examination
grade, he or she was encouraged not to participate.
Treatment of subjects was in accord with ethical standards
of the American Psychological Association, with regulations
of the United states Department of Health and Human service,
and with the guidelines for human subject research at the
University of North Dakota.
After signing the informed consent sheet, the subject
was asked to complete the state anxiety portion of the STAI.
Then the subject's chair was raised or lowered so that their
chin could comfortably rest on the chin rest. Calibration of
the eye movement recorder to the subject's eye was then
completed. Several practice trials ensued.
Subjects were asked to view a slide for 20 seconds and
then verba lly describe it, as if to someone who hadn't seen
it. The task was chosen to be of intermediate difficulty, so
that attention to some, but not all picture details was
needed for successful task performance. The subjects had 20
seconds to describe the picture: timing was in accord with
Hockey's (1973) finding that only when paced did subject's
selectively attend to more highly informative task
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cues.
Throughout the session, subjects were queried about eye
conditions which might.affect proper recording of eye
movements. The conditions included eye strain, teariness due
to cold weather or allergies, the residual effects of
brightness on snowy days, and eye dryness. The last
condition was due partially to a slight breeze from the
cooling fan of the equipment, and from the dry climate.
Inquiries were repeated during the course of the session.
Occassionally a few minutes of rest was required. To
minimize eye strain subjects closed their eyes after viewing
each slide. Instructions were as follows:
"I will show some slides on this screen. Before
each, I'll say "focus" and you look at the X
(point to the X in the center of the screen) until
the slide appears. When it appears, look anywhere
on the slide you want, but don't look anywhere
else but on the slide. Blink whenever you want.
You have twenty seconds to look at the slide. As
soon as the slide ends, close your eyes and
describe it, as if to someone who hadn't seen it.
Your voice will be recorded, and you'll have
twenty seconds. When you finish describing, say,
"OK." We'll practice first. If you have questions,
please ask. If your eyes are getting tired, dry,
or teary, it is important to let me know."
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Sessions usually took between 20 and 25 minutes
depending on the length of calibration and the subject's
need to rest his or her eyes. Upon completion of the two
practice trials and the ten experimental trials, the subject
was debriefed and given a slip of paper redeemable for
credit in his or her psychology course.

CHAPTER III
Results
Data Reduction
A subject's record yielded data about each fixation:
its ordinal position, its duration, the distance from the
previous fixation (interfixation distance), the pupil
diameter during the fixation, and the fixation's X and Y
coordinates. It also recorded data on "informativeness.• As
described in the Methodology, for purposes of rating each
slide had been divided by a 6 X 4 grid, creating 24 regions,
each one given a final informativeness rating. The record
noted which region the fixation fell on and the rated
informativeness of that region.
The scaling and reduction programs edited out fixations
spoiled by transient circumstances: blinks, tears from cold
weather, a drooping eyelash, or sudden head movements. Over
the course of the session, a few subjects' pupil diameter
decreased, momentarily interfering with the eye-movement
recorder's tracking of the pupil, until recalibration. The
programs also edited out fixations briefer than 100
milliseconds, the reason being that they were probably
artifactual. When the program is altered so as to •allow"
such fixations, they prove to be infrequent in most records
and prominent only in records marred by excessive blinks or
eye strain.
40
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Because some fixations were eliminated and because
travel between fixation points consumed time not reflected
in the subject's record for that trial, the record did not
account for the full 20 seconds of slide presentation. The
amount varied. The records of some subjects accounted on
average for over 18 seconds while other records accounted
for several seconds less. Why would this be so? One reason
is differing attentional "styles." Some subjects made as few
as 25 fixations, but of long mean duration, while others
"darted" from one detail to another, making 50 or more
fixations. The record of the latter subjects would likely
account for less time since there were more time consuming
saccades.
Might the differences in attentional style have been
the result of a psychological variable of relevence here?
Speculatively, anxious subjects might have tended to be the
"darters", showing, in miniature, the same kind of
environmental "scanning" associated, for example, with
certain anxiety disorders described in the DSM-III (American
Psychiatric Association, 1980). Overall, however, it did not
seem that HITRAITS or LOTRAITS consistently had more or less
time accounted for in their records, nor did subjects in
BISTATE or LOSTATE clearly differ in terms of time accounted
for.
Another factor which determined how much time was
accounted for in subjects' records was the amount of
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blinking, as well as the presence of other irregularities
such as tearing or drooping eyelids which would interfere
with the tracking of the eyemovement recorder. Highly
anxious subjects might have tended to blink more, though
again this is speculative.
A decision had to be made concerning just how much time
the record should track. The final criterion was that it was
reasonable to expect that the record of a valid trial
accounted for at least 15 seconds, a criterion usually met
by records not marred by blinks or other irregularities.

If

the criterion was not met, the trial was discarded. If more
than two trials per ten trial session were discarded then
all the subject's data were discarded. There were several
subject records with one or two trials missing from the
possible total of 20. In terms of all the data of 40
subjects, about 3% of the trials were finally eliminated.
The values of fixation duration, region
informativeness, interfixation distance, and pupil diameter
were summed and averaged across all fixations of 10 slides
to arrive at the appropriate mean values.

Manipulating Anxiety
Trait Anxiety
Means, percentiles, standard deviations, and range of
trait anxiety scores for subjects selected as male and
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female HITRAITS and LOTRAITS are shown in Table 1. The
possible range of trait anxiety scores on the STAI is 20 to
80, with higher scores indicating higher trait anxiety.
Separate norms for college males and females were used for
comparison. As can be seen, male and female HITRAITS
reported more trait anxiety than 85 percent of the normative
sample. Male and female LOTRAITS reported less trait anxiety
than 84 and 86 percent of the normative sample. Clearly,
HITRAITS had substantially higher trait anxiety scores than
did LOTRAITS.
State Anxiety
STAI scores indicate that 37 of 40 subjects reported
differing levels of anxiety depending on the state
manipulation (whether they were in HISTATE or LOSTATE). When
in HISTATE, thirty four subjects reported higher state
anxiety, three reported less state anxiety, and three
reported the same amount. Means and standard deviations of
the state anxiety scores for male and female HITRAITS and
LOTRAITS in both HISTATE and LOSTATE conditions are shown in
Table 2.

Possible range for state anxiety scores is 20 to

80 and (as with trait anxiety scores) larger scores
correspond to higher anxiety level.
These scores were analyzed using a three-way (2 X 2 x
2) repeated measures analysis of variance applied to the
Trait Anxiety by Sex by State Manipulation factorial
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TABLE 1
Trait Anxiety Scores: Means, Percentiles, and Standard
Deviations
LOTRAITS

MALE

Mean (%ile}

Standard
Deviation

Highest (%ile} Lowest (%ile}
Value
Value

27.3 (11)

1. 60

29 (16)

24 (3)

1.68

29 (14)

25 ( 3)

FEMALE 27.4 (9)

HITRAITS
Mean (%ile) Standard
Deviation
MALE

Highest (%ile) Lowest (%ile)
Value
Value

50.6 ('89}

2.65

57 (97)

48 (85)

FEMALE 52.4 (88}

2.24

58 (94)

50 (85)

�- Percentiles were interpolated and rounded to the
nearest percentile when average raw score contained a
fraction.
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TABLE 2
State Anxiety Scores: Means, Percentiles, and Standard
Deviations
LOSTATE

HITRAITS

LOTRAITS

Males

35.9 (58 %ile)
(11.05)

HISTATE

Males

45.2 (81 %ile)
(12.77)

Females 36.5 (49 %ile)
( 6.59)

Females 48.7 (80 %ile)
(10.23)

overall 36.2
( 8.86)

Overall 47.
(11.4)

Males

Males

29.9 (30 %ile)
( 6.01)

43.7 (79 %ile)
( 9.76)

Females 24.9 (25 %ile)
( 5.53)

Females 36 (47 %ile)
(12.08)

Overall 27.4
( 6.00)

overall 39.8
(11.35)

Note. Percentiles were interpolated and rounded to the
nea"rest percentile when average raw score contained a
fraction.
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combination. Trait Anxiety and Sex represented
between-subject variables while State Manipulation
represented a within-subjects variable. Table 3 summarizes
these results. Both Trait Anxiety and the State Manipulatio n
represented significant sources of variation. Subjects run
prior to a scholastic course examination (BISTATE) had
significantly higher state anxiety scores than did subjects
run during a normally relaxed portion of the day (£<.001).
HITRAITS reported more state anxiety than LOTRAITS (£=.003).
There was no main effect for Sex and no interactions among
the factorial combinations.
In summary, analyses of the STAI data indicated that
HITRAITS had significantly higher trait anxiety scores than
LOTRAITS, and that the state manipulation significantly
altered reported levels of state anxiety.
Pupil Diameter
Recording pupil diameter provided a physiological
measure of arousal since increased pupil diameter is
generally considered a correlate of increased arousal
(Kahneman, 1973). Means and standard deviations of pupil
diameter for male and female HITRAITS and LOTRAITS in
HISTATE and LOSTATE are presented in Table 4. The numbers
represent the mean pupil diameter over all trials.
Results of a three-factor {2 X 2 X 2) repeated measure
analysis of variance applied to the Trait Anxiety by Sex by
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Table 3
ANOVA Summary

State Anxiety scores: Trait Anxiety by Sex by State
Manipulation

Source

df

Mean
sguares

Trait ( T)

1

1297.883

10.389

Sex

.003

1

93.403

.748

.393

1

358.664

2.871

.099

36

124.923
2745.159

46.605

<.001

TX

(SX)

sx

Error between

State Man (SM) 1

F

Significance

TX SM

1

14.160

.240

>.5

SX X SM

1

.095

.095

>.5

TX X
S X SM

1

39.076

.663

Error Within

36

58.9

Total

79

.421
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TABLE 4
Pupil Diameter (arbitrary units):
Means and Standard Deviations
LOSTATE
HITRAITS

LOTRAITS

COMBINED

Males

HISTATE
73.2
( 8.92)

Males

79.4
( 8.74)

Females 74.3
(10.27)

Females 74.7
(6.96)

overall 73.7
( 9.37)

Overall 77.1
( 8.06)

Males

Males

73.4
( 7.08)

74.0
( 6.68)

Females 78.4
( 6.32)

Females 76.8
( 7.13)

overall 75.9
( 7.04)

Overall 75.4
( 6.87)

Males

73.3
( 7.84)

Males

76.7
( 8.06)

Females 76.4
( 8.56)

Females 75.7
( 6.93)

Overall 74.8)
( 8.25)

Overall 76.2
( 7.44)
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State Manipulation combination, with the first two variables
representing between-subject variables and the last a
within-subject variable, are presented in Table 5. Overall,
HITRAITS did not have significantly larger pupils than
LOTRAITS (£>.5). Subjects in HISTATE did not have
significantly greater pupils than those in LOSTATE (£=.135)
and there was no main effect for sex (£>.5). However there
was an interaction between the Trait Anxiety and State
Manipulation factors (£=.049). There was also an interaction
between State Manipulation and Sex (£=.038).
The Trait Anxiety by State Manipulation interaction
appeared to consist of increased pupil diameter of HITRAITS
but not LOTRAITS in HISTATE. The interaction was further
examined using Tukey's W (HSD) procedure for four pairwise
comparisons with 36 degrees of freedom. No significant
differences were found among the pupil diameter means
corresponding to the four cells in this two-way interaction.
The Sex by State Manipulation interaction appeared to
consist of increased pupil diameter of males but not females
in HISTATE. It also appeared that females had larger pupils
than males in LOSTATE but not HISTATE. A post hoc analysis
of this interaction using the Tukey W test revealed no
significant differences among the four means.
The pupil diameter data for the 34 subjects who
reported increased state anxiety on the STAI in HISTATE were
also analyzed. This was done for the following reason. The
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able 5
T
ANOVA Summary
Pupil Diameter: Trait Anxiety by Sex by State Manipulation
Mean
sg:uares

Significance

Source

df

Trait ( T)

1

1.166

.011

>.5

Sex {SX)

1

TX sx

22.652

.213

>.5

1

162.654

1. 529

.225

Error between

36

106.358

F

State Man (SM) 1

41.027

2.346

.135

TXSM

1

72.733

4.159

.049

SXXSM

1

81.965

4.686

.038

TXSXXSM

1

14.890

.851

.363

Er ror Withi n

36

17.490

T
o
tal

79
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manipulation of the independent variable of state anxiety
was central to the design of this study. It was important
that subjects be more anxious in HISTATE than in LOSTATE
since the effects of this variable on attention were of
major interest. As described, STAI scores showed a great
increase in state anxiety from LOSTATE to HISTATE. However,
the absence of a corresponding increase in pupil diameter
from LOSTATE to HISTATE suggested that perhaps such an
increase in anxiety was weak or absent. To help insure that
the state anxiety manipulation actually altered state
anxiety, an attempt was made to isolate and remove those
subjects who did not experience increased anxiety from
LOSTATE to HISTATE. As will be described below, all the
dependent variables were eventually analyzed not only with
the data of all 40 subjects but also with the data of only
the 34 subjects reporting higher state anxiety in HISTATE.
Pupil diameter means for the 34 subjects broken down by
Trait Anxiety, sex, and State Manipulation are presented in
Appendix A . A three-way (2 x 2 X 2) repeated measures
analysis of variance applied to Trait Anxiety by Sex by
State Manipulation combination was run on this data and
results are presented in Appendix B. The expectation was
that in the process of eliminating the six subjects in
question, the effect of the State Manipulation on pupil

diameter would increase. If so, there would be more

agreement between the self-report and physiological measures
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of anxiety. Analysis of data could proceed with the
knowledge that State Manipulation did in fact affect state
anxiety level.
In fact, State Manipulation corresponded to a
significantly different mean pupil diameter (£=.044). There
were no main effects for Trait anxiety (£>.5), and the two
significant interactions in the earlier analysis
disappeared.
Analysis of� Movement Data
Informativeness
Mean Informativ·eness of Fixated Regions. In the
Introduction it was hypothesized that the attended portions
of a slide viewed by a subject would be altered by his or
her anxiety level. In particular, it was predicted that
anxiety level would affect attention to regions of varied
"informativeness". "Informativeness" of a region was
determined by an independent group of raters. Their ratings
were translated into several measures used to summarize
informativeness of picture regions. One such measure was
"mean informativeness of fixated regions."
To understand how this measure was derived, recall that
raters saw projected on a screen the same photographs as
the experimental subjects, with one alteration. For the
raters, a 6 x 4 grid of squares was superimposed over the
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projected photograph. The raters ranked each square from 1
(most informative) to 24 (least informative). Often, regions
ranked "l" involved a face (particularly the eyes) or
unusual or otherwise noteworthy objects. In contast, the
region of a slide ranked 24 tended to consist of empty sky,
unarticulated darkness or non-descript images.
Based on the cumulative data of twenty raters, each
region was assigned a final rank. A hypothetical (though
improbable) situation serves an example. Suppose that in a
street scene slide a particularly arresting child stood in
the lower right corner region. If subject A regarded this
region as the most informative he or she would rank it 1 and
then move to the next most informative region to rank it 2,
and so on. If the nineteen other raters also judged the
lower right corner region to be most informative they would
likewise rank it 1. The final tally across subjects for this
region would be 20--lowest of all regions. This region would
be given a final rank of 1. To determine the region ranked
2, one would look for the region with the next lowest tally.
The experimental subject viewing the picture for 20
seconds would fixate a number of regions varying in
informativeness. The rating of each fixated region was added
to the summed rating of fixated regions for all prior
fixations on that picture. Then this sum was divided by the
total number of fixations to arrive at the mean
informativeness of fixated regions. For example, suppose a
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subject's first four fixations were on regions ranked 2, 8,
3, and 11. The mean informativeness of fixated regions for
those first four fixations would be 6.
The mean informativeness of fixated regions broken down
by Trait Anxiety, Sex, and State Manipulation is shown in
Table 6. A three-way repeated measures analysis of variance
was applied to the Trait Anxiety by Sex by State
Manipulation combination, and the results are summarized in
Table 7. As indicated, the mean informativeness of fixated
regions was not influenced by State Manipulation (£=.21).
Nor did HITRAITS fixate areas of higher mean informativeness
than LOTRAITS (£>.5). There were no significant
interactions.
A separate analysis was performed only on those 34
subjects who reported an increase in state anxiety during
HISTATE. Again, this was done to eliminate subjects whose
anxiety did not increase and whose data, therefore, would
not be pertinent in examining the effects of varied anxiety
on visual attention. Means and standard deviations are
presented in Appendix

c.

A three-way (2 X 2 X 2) analysis of

variance on the Trait Anxiety, Sex, and State Manipulation
factors indicated no main effects or interactions. Appendix
D summarizes these results.
A Different Measure of Attended Informativeness. In the
section above, mean informativeness of fixated regions was
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TABLE 6
Mean Informativeness of Fixated Regions (Higher Values
Reflect Decreased Informativeness): Means and Standard
Deviations

LOSTATE
HITRAITS

Males

HISTATE
(

COMBINED

• 9 6)

Males

8.5
(1.34)

Females 8.8
( .61)

Females 8.4

Overall 8.6

overall 8.4
(1.14)

Males

Males

(

LOTRAITS

8.3

• 8 2)

8.8
(1.23)

(

(

• 9 7)

8.3
.95)

Females 8.9
(1.34)

Females 8.5
( .91)

Overall 8.8
(1.26)

overall 8.4
( .92)

Males

8.6
(1.11)

Males

Females

8.8
(1.01)

Females 8.5
( .92)

overall

8.7
(1.06)

Overall 8.4
(1.02)

8.4
(1.13)
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Table 7
ANOVA summary
Mean Informativeness of Fixated Regions: Trait Anxiety by
Sex by State Manipulation

Source

df

Mean

F

Significance

Sg:uares
Trait ( T)

1

.423

.316

>.5

Sex

(SX)

1

.535

.400

>.5

TX

SX

1

.003

.002

>.5

36

1.337

Error between

State Man (SM) 1

1.530

1.636

.210
.465

TX SM

1

.511

.546

S
X X SM

1

.221

.095

TX SX X SM

1

.780

.834

Error within

36

Total

79

.935

>.5
.368
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analyzed to evaluate effects of Trait Anxiety, sex, and
State Manipulation on attention to areas of varying
informativeness. Another method to determine such effects
involved categorizing fixations as "hifixations",
"midfixations", and "lofixations." A hifixation was defined
as a fixation on any one of the eight most informative slide
regions. A midfixation was a fixation on one of the 9th
throu gh 16th most informative regions, and a lofixation was
defined as a fixation on one of the 17th through 24th most
informative regions. If increased anxiety narrows the range
of cues attended by subjects and increases the bias to
sample more informative areas, then one would expect
hifixation frequency to increase with anxiety and lofixation
frequency to decrease.
Table 8 summarizes means and standard deviations of the
frequency of hifixations, midfixations, and lofixations. For
example, the average HITRAIT in LOSTATE made 236.6
hifixations, 122.4 rnidfixations, and 50.4 lofixations over
about 10 slides of 20 seconds each. Not surprisingly,
subjects seemed to fixate more frequently areas of higher
informativeness. Overall, the ratio of hifixations to
midfixations to lofixations was about 10:5:2.
To analyze these data, a four-way analysis of variance
(Trait Anxiety by Sex by State Manipulation by Fixation
Type) with repeated measures on State Manipulation and
Fixation Type was run on the frequency data of hifixations,
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TABLE 8.

Frequency of Hifixations, Midfixations, and Lofixations Per
Subject Record: Means and Standard Deviations
Hi fixations
LOSTATE
HITRAITS
LOTRAITS
COMBINED

HISTATE

236.6
42.44)

(

(

240.6
46.41)

(

(

238.6
43.94)

243.4
( 36.46)

(

239.6
35.82)
247.2
37.64)

Midfixations
LOSTATE

HISTATE

HITRAITS

122.4
( 24.08)

109.2
( 23.34)

LOTRAITS

117.8
( 27.30)

120.2
( 24.89)

COMBINED

120.1
( 25.52)

114.7
( 24.45)

Lofixations
LOSTATE

HISTATE

HITRAITS

50.4
(11.69)

46.8
(13.19)

LOTRAITS

49.0
(15.17)

47.3
(15.53)

COMBINED

49.7
(13.38)

47.0
(14.23)
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midfixations, and lofixations. Results of this analysis
indicate a main effect for Fixation Type (£<.001). Further
analysis with Tukey's W (HSD) procedure i�dicated that
subjects made significantly more hifixations than
midfixations (£<.01), and significantly more midfixations
than lofixations (£<.01). However there were no significant
effects of Trait Anxiety (£>. 5 ), State Manipulation (£>. 5 )
or Sex (£>. 5 ). No interactions were significant. The results
are presented in Table 9.
In Appendix E are presented means and standard
deviations of hifixation, midfixation, and lofixation
frequencies for those 34 subjects reporting greater state
anxiety in HISTATE. The results of a four-way analysis of
variance duplicated the previous analysis. There was a main
effect for Fixation Type, (£<.001) which was further
analyzed with Tukey's W (HSD) procedure, revealing
significantly more hifixations than midfixations (E_<.01),
and significantly more midfixations than lofixations
(£<.01). There were no main effects for Trait Anxiety, State
Manipulation, or Sex. Nor were there any significant
interactions. Appendix F presents the results.
Gaze. The above analysis examined the effects of
anxiety on frequency of hifxations, midfixations, and
lofixations. That analysis did not account for fixation
duration--the amount of time a fixation lasted on a
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Table

9

ANOVASummary
Frequency of Hifixations, Midfixations and Lofixations:
Trait Anxiety by Sex by State Manipulation by
Informativeness
Significance

df

Mean
Squares

Trait (T)
Sex S
( X)
TXSX
Error between

1
1
1
36

481.680
.150
109.356
1839.615

.262
.001
.059

State Man (SM)
TXSM
SX XSM
TXS
X XSM
Error

1
1
1
1
36

77.079
735.026
25.357
104.021
503.311

.153
1. 460
.050
.207

>.5
.235
>.5
>.5

Inform (I)
TXI
SX XI
T XSX XI
Error

2
2
2
2
72

762154.000
190.616
464.561
97.649
739.227

1031.014
.258
.628
.132

<.001
>.5
>.5
>.5

SM XI
T XSM XI
SX XSMXI
TXSX XS XI
Error

2
2
2
2
72

557.016
280.440
192.150
274.516
676.841

.823
.414
.284
.406

.444
>.5
>.5
>.5

Total

239

source

F

>.5
>.5
>.5
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particular slide region. Whether a hifixation lasted .2
seconds or 1.5 seconds was not considered since the number
of fixations was summed. The analysis presented below was
slightly different since it weighed fixations by accounting
for fixation duration. The rationale was that the amount of
time a person fixated various regions might provide a more
accurate measure of altered attention to those regions.
Total time of fixations is sometimes referred to as •gaze".
For explanatory reasons, suppose that in the first few
seconds of viewing the subject made the following fixations.
.9 seconds)

1. Hifixation

(

2. Hifixation

(1.25 seconds)

3. Lofixation

.20 seconds)

4. Midfixation

.33 seconds)

5. Lofixation

.34 seconds)

6. Midfixation

.55 seconds)

7. Lofixation

(

.

30 seconds)

A frequency count would show that the person had more
lofixations (3) than midfixations (2) or hifixations (2).
These data might suggest that the subject attended most to
areas of low informativeness. But when gaze is considered it
is clear that most time was spent in "hifixation gaze" (3.15
seconds), followed by "midfixation gaze" (.88), followed by
"lofixation gaze" (.84).
Data for hifixation gaze, midfixation gaze, and
lofixation gaze are shown in Table 10. The table shows the
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mean value for each type of gaze per subjects' entire record
in either LOSTATE or HISTATE. For example, consider the
average LOTRAIT in LOSTATE. On average he or she saw 10
slides for 20 seconds each. Hence he or she had
approximately 200 seconds of viewing time. Of this, 95.4
seconds were hifixation gaze, 46.6 seconds were midfixation
gaze, and 17.9 were lofixation gaze. As is evident, the sums
of hifixation gaze, midfixation gaze and lofixation gaze do
not add up to 200 seconds. The unaccounted portion of the
time consists of short interruptions of eye recorder
readings due to blinks, tears, occasional fixations off the
picture, and time spent moving between one fixation and the
next. In addition, about 3% of the trials were discarded.
On viewing Table 10 it appears that hifixation gaze
exceeded midfixation gaze and lofixation gaze. A four-way
analysis of variance (Trait Anxiety by Sex by State
Manipulation by Informativeness) with repeated measures on
the State Manipulation and Informativeness factors was run
to determine this and also to see if Trait Anxiety or State
Manipulation differentially affected prevalence of
hifixation gaze, midfixation gaze, and lofixation gaze.
Results of this analysis are shown in Table 11. Gaze was
strongly affected by informativeness (£<.001). This main
effect was examined using Tukey's W procedure for post hoc
pairwise comparisons.

Gaze on highly informative regions

was found to significantly exceed gaze on regions of middle
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TABLE 10
Means and Standard Deviations of Hifixation Gaze, Midfixation
Gaze, and Lofixation Gaze Across All Trials

LOSTATE
HITRAITS

LOTRAITS

Hifixations

HISTATE
95.4
(13.95)

98.3
(12.13)

Midfixations 46.6
( 8.04)

Midfixations 41.5
( 8.08)

Lofixations

17.9
( 4.63)

Lofixations

17.2
5.94)

Hifixations

93.0
(16.97)

Hifixations

97.6
(14.03)

Midfixations 42.6

Midfixations 43.3
( 6.04)

Lofixations

16.8
( 5.08)

Lofixations

Hifixations

94.2
(15.38)

Hifixations

(

COMBINED

Hifixations

9. 0)

Midfixations 44.6
( 9.19)
Lofixations

17.4
4.82)

16.3

( 4. 4)

97.94
(12.95)

Midfixations 42.4

( 7 .1)

Lofixations

16.8
( 5.17)
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able 11
T
ANOVA summary
Hifixation Gaze, Midfixation Gaze, Lofixation Gaze:
rait Anxiety bySex by State Manipulation.by
T
Informativeness

Significance

Source

df

Mean
Squares

rait (T}
T
Sex S
( X)
TXSX
Error between

1
1
1
36

91143392
7071810
131626592
60637184

1.503
.117
2.171

.229
>.5
.150

State Man (SM)
TXSM
SX X SM
TXSX XSM
Error

1
1
1
1
36

5192778
98181616
17895152
141580832
70998624

.073
1.383
.252
1.994

>.5
.248
>.5
.167

Inform I
( )
TXI
SX XI
TXSX XI
Error

2
2
2
2
72

2231194
148641152
58259136
116845216

1108.150
.019
1.272
.499

<.001
>.5
.287
>.5

SM XI
TXSM XI
SX XSM XI
TXSX XS XI
Error

2
2
2
2
72

186496896
42951568
31100896
228174592
115390064

1.616
.372
.270
1.977

·.206
>.5
>.5
.146

T
otal

72

F
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informativeness (£<.01). The latter significantly exceeded
gaze on regions of low informativeness (£<.01). There were
no main effects for Trait Anxiety or State Manipulation nor
were there were interactions. Anxiety level, therefore, did
not differentially affect the configuration of hifixation
gaze, midfixation gaze or lofixation gaze.
Means and standard deviations of hifixation gaze,
midfixation gaze, and lofixation gaze for subjects reporting
higher state anxiety in HISTATE are presented in Appendix G.
A similar four-way analysis of variance was run on the data
and results were similar to those reported above, indicating
a main effect for Informativeness (£<.001). Hifixation gaze
significantly exceeded midfixation gaze (£<.01), and
midfixation gaze significantly exceeded lofixation gaze
(£<.01). There were no main effects for Trait Anxiety
(£=.356), State Manipulation (£>.5) or Sex {£>.5). There
were no interactions. Results of the analysis are presented
in Appendix H.
Number of Regions Fixated
The Introduction described a number of studies
suggesting that with increasing arousal subjects attend to a
narrower range of cues. In this study it was hypothesized
that increased anxiety would correspond to fixations on a
fewer number of the 24 total regions per slide. For brevity,
the term "#REGIONS" will signify "mean number of regions
fixated per slide." Hence, it was predicted that greater
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anxiety would reduce iREGIONS, Table 12 summarizes mean
#REGIONS for various factor combinations.
#REGION data were analyzed with a three-way repeated
measures analysis of variance (Trait Anxiety by Sex by State
Manipulation), Results are presented in Table 13. There were
no significant main effects or interactions. The data of
subjects reporting more state anxiety in HISTATE were
analyzed in the same way as above. Means and standard
deviations of #Regions are presented in Appendix I, The
analysis of variance produced similar results and revealed
no significant main effects or interactions, Results of this
analysis are presented in Appendix J,
Interfixation Distance
It was ptedicted that increased anxiety would increase
mean interfixation distance. Means and standard deviations
of interfixation distance are presented in Table 14. Results
of the repeated measures analysis of variance (Trait Anxiety
by Sex by State Manipulation) are presented in Table 15.
LOTRAITS did not have significantly longer or shorter
interfixation distance than HITRAITS (£>.5). But a decrease
in mean interfixation distance from LOSTATE to HISTATE
approached significance (£=.077). There was no interaction
of State Manipulation and Trait Anxiety (£=,091).
Means and standard deviations of interfixation distance
for

subjects reporting increased state anxiety in HISTATE
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TABLE 12
Number of Different Photograph Regions Fixated Per Trial
(#REGIONS): Means and Standard Deviations

LOSTATE
HITRAITS

Males

(

• 6 3)

Males

(

10.2

• 8 3)

Females 10.4

Females 10.3

Overall 10.3

Overall 10.3

(

(

LOTRAITS

10.2

HISTATE

Males

(

• 61)

• 48)

10.6

• 61)

(

(

Males

(

• 7 2)

• 7 6)

10.2

• 8 5)

Females 10.6

Females 10.4

Ove·ra11 10.6

overall 10.3

(

(

COMBINED Males
Females
overall

(

(

• 98)

• 7 8)

(

(

• 91)

• 8 6)

10.2

10.4

Males

10.5

Females 10.3

10.5

overall 10.3

• 6 3)

• 6 6)

• 6 4)

(

(

(

• 8 2)

• 7 9)

• 8)
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Table 13
ANOVA Summary
Number of Different Photograph Regions Fixated Per Trial
(#REGIONS): Trait Anxiety by Sex by State ·Manipulation

Source

df

Trait (T)

1

.469

.609

Sex (SX)

1

.310

.403

>.5

T X SX

1

.004

.006

>.5

Error between

36

1.337

Mean Squares

F

Significance
.441

State Man (SM) 1

.569

1.819

.187

T X SM

1

.164

.525

.474

SX X SM

1

.009

.030

T X SX X SM

1

.231

.740

Error Within

36

Total

79

>.5
.396
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Table 14
Interfixation Distance: Means and Standard Deviations

LOSTATE
HITRAITS

Males

10.8
( 1.14)

Females 11.4
( 1.08)

LOTRAITS

Males

11.0
( 1.06)

Females 11.0
( 1.04)

Overall 11.1
( 1.12)

Overall 11.0
( 1.02)

Males

Males

11.6
( 1. 5)

10.6
( 1.18)

Females 11.2

Females 10.8

. Overall 11.4
( 1.28)

Overall 10.7

Males

Males

(

COMBINED

HISTATE

• 7 6)

11.2
( 1.36)

(

(

• 6 2)

• 8 9)

10.8
( 1.12)

Females 11.3
( 1.05)

Females 10.9

Overall 11.2
( 1.20)

overall 10.9

(

(

• 8 0)

• 9 6)
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Table 15
ANOVA Summary
Interfixation Distance: Trait Anxiety by Sex by State
Manipulation
Mean Squares

Significance

Source

df

Trait (T)

1

.000

.000

>.5

Sex (SX)

1

.213

.187

>.5

T X SX

1

.004

.006

>.5

Error between

36

1.337

F

State Man (SM) 1

1.724

3.331

.077

T X SM

1

1.567

3.028

.091

SX X SM

1

.000

.000

T X SX X SM

1

1.079

2.085

Error within

36

Total

79

.518

>.5
.158
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are presented in Appendix K. A three-way analysis of
variance was applied to these data. Results are presented in
Appendix L. There was no main effect for Trait Anxiety
(£>.5) but there was a significant effect of State
Manipulation (£=.042), with the mean interfixation distance
of subjects in HISTATE (9.26) shorter than that of subjects
in LOSTATE (9.43). There were no significant interactions.
Fixation Duration
Means and standard deviations of fixation duration are
presented in Table 16. A three-way repeated measures
analysis of variance was run to evaluate the effects of
Trait Anxiety, sex and State Manipulation on fixation
duration. Results are presented in Table 17. HITRAITS did
not have significantly different fixation durations than
LOTRAITS (£=.455). Neither did State Manipulation nor Sex
significantly alter fixation durations {in order, £=.245,
£>.5). There was no interaction of State Manipulation and
Trait Anxiety {£>.5) or any other combination of factors.
Means and standard deviations of fixation data for
subjects reporting increased state anxiety in HISTATE is
presented in Appendix M. Results of a three-way analysis of
variance applied to these data are shown in Appendix N.
Results indicated no significant effect of Trait Anxiety or
State Manipulation on fixation duration (£>.5, £=.470).
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TABLE 16
Fixation Duration in Milliseconds: Means and Standard
Deviations

LOSTATE
HITRAITS

Males
Females
Overall

LOTRAITS

(
(
(

HISTATE

393
52.5)

Males

396
38.5)

Females

395
44.9)

Overall

400
( 41.3)

391
( 48.0)
(

408
33.8)

Males

387
( 76.2)

Males

405
( 96.0)

Females

372
( 49.4)

Females

370
( 55.6)

·overall

379
( 63.0)

Overall

388
( 78.4)

390
( 63.8)

Males

398
( 74.2)

Females

384
( 44.9)

Females

389
( 48.7)

overall

387
( 54.5)

Overall

COMBINED Males

394

( 62.1)
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Table 17
ANOVA Summary
Fixation Duration: Trait Anxiety by Sex by State
Manipulation
source

df

Mean Squares

Trait (T)

1

3702.042

.573

Sex (SX)

1

1113.438

.175

T X SX

1

5924.004

.916

Error between

36

.345

6464.500

State (ST)

1

833.676

1.398

.245

T X ST

1

56.805

.095

>.5

SX X ST

1

52.195

.088

>.5

T X SX X $T

1

1310.887

2.199

Error within

36

596.222

Total

79

F

Significance
.455
>.5

.147
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There was no interaction between State Manipulation and
Trait Anxiety (£>.5) or any other combination of factors.

CHAPTER IV
Discussion
Differences in Trait Anxiety
A first question is how successful w·a s the attempt to
compose two groups of subjects differing in trait anxiety.
As previously discussed, all HITRAITS scored above the 85th
percentile of the standardizing population of the STAI and
all LOTRAITS scored below the 16th percentile. Hence trait
anxiety, as defined on the STAI, was effectively varied. But
the issue is clouded since pupil diameter was not larger for
HITRAITS than LOTRAITS, as one would expect since pupils
typically dilate in response to anxiety {Janisse, 1977). Why
might this be so? In the absence of research specifically
exploring pupil size and trait anxiety, one can only guess.
First, a variable indicating a phenomena within subjects
does not necessarily indicate the same phenomena between
subjects. A subject with a pupil diameter of 2 units in
situation A and 3 units in situation B is probably more
aroused in situation B. This does not necessarily mean that,
in a given situation, if subject Y has a pupil diameter of 2
and subject

z has a pupil diameter of 3 then subject z is

more aroused. Pupil diameters may vary from person to person
as a function of a many factors other than anxiety--age, the
eyes' sensitivity to light, illness, heredity, or race. One
might still argue that if such differences were randomly
75
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distributed in the population then HITRAITS would still tend
to have larger pupils since they are likely, at a given
time, to experience high anxiety. Even so, individual
differences sufficiently large between subjects might
obscure relatively subtle changes in pupil dilation.
A second consideration is that trait anxiety
qualitatively differs from state anxiety and may not affect
pupil diameter in the same way. As Lacy (1967) has pointed
out, all somatic measures of arousal do not vary identically
with different indices of cognitive or behavioral arousal.
The state and trait portions of the STAI are two separate
indices which have been constructed to reduce their
correlation, and their somatic manifestations may differ.
Another physiological measure of arousal (EEG, galvanic skin
response, blood pressure) may be more sensitive to
differences in trait anxiety than pupil diameter.
Another reason for the lack of pupil dilation in
HITRAITS may reside in a fault sometimes levied against
self-report measures, namely that their results are
influenced by response style. Specifically, trait scores on
the Spielberger may be influenced by a bias to answer
questions in a certain way--for example to deny (or
overadmit) pervasive anxiety. such a bias elicited by the
trait portion of the STAI would reduce the correlation of
trait anxiety scores and pupil diameter.
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A final possibility is that what is measured on the
STAI as trait anxiety� se may be more of a reflection of
a person's subjective estimate of how frequently they
experience state anxiety, rather than an ·enduring
fearfulness across states. For example, suppose that a
female subject reacts anxiously to a number of specific
situations--spiders, elevator rides, crowded rooms, and
interactions

with adult men. The frequency of these

situations in her daily life may cause her to highly endorse
such trait anxiety items as "I feel that difficulties are
piling up so that I cannot overcome them," and "I feel
inadequate." If she responded this way to these and other
items, she might qualify as a HITRAIT. Yet there is no
certainty that prior to her course examination (e.g., in
HISTATE), she will be highly anxious since she may not fear
examinations. Her data would indicate relatively small pupil
size. Her pupil size could be smaller than that of a subject
who has few fears in life (and hence is classified as a
LOTRAIT) but is fearful prior to tests or during

psychology

experiments. such a pattern would reduced the correlation
between pupil diameter and trait anxiety level.
Manipulation of State Anxiety
In the BISTATE condition, data were collected within an

hour before a subject's course examination. In LOSTATE

subjects were run on the same weekday but a week earlier or
later during a non-stressful part of the day. How well did
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this manipulation alter levels of state anxiety as measured
by STAI scores and by pupil diameter? Very well, if the
criterion is self-report score on the STAI, since 85% of
subjects reported higher state anxiety in HISTATE.
verbalizations of worry about the impending examination were
also frequent. Hence, the attempt to manipulate state
anxiety appeared successful. But it should be noted that
subjects may have responded to what Orne (1962) referred to
as demand characteristics--the subjects' perceptions about
their role in the experiment. Subjects read in the informed
consent sheet that this was a study on anxiety and that they
would be tested before an examination to increase anxiety.
They might have assumed that it was expected of them, that
it was "their job" to be more anxious. They may have filled
out their STAI accordingly. In addition, data about
performance on the final exam may have been illuminating.
The pupil data were valuable because of reduced
vulnerability to demand characteristics. The data of all 40
subjects indicated no significant effect of State
Manipulation on pupil diameter. There were two marginal
interactions in the analysis of variance of pupil data.
Pairwise comparisons within both interactions failed to
yield significant differences and hence must be interpreted
with tentativeness, especially since the interactions
disappear entirely when only the data of subjects reporting
greater anxiety in HISTATE were analyzed.
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The most nearly significant pairwise comparison in the
first interaction suggested that only HITRAITS' pupil
diameter was significantly greater in HISTATE than LOSTATE.
HITRAITS tended to be more responsive to the anxiety of a
major exam than LOTRAITS, though the two groups did not
differ when the State Manipulation factor was collapsed.
This may indicate a tendency for HITRAITS to exhibit normal
anxiety in neutral situations but respond with high anxiety
in stressful conditions.
The most nearly significant pairwise comparison in the
second interaction suggested that only male HITRAITS had
significantly larger pupils in HISTATE than LOSTATE. The
second interaction is a more precise delineation of the
first interaction. That there was dilation of pupils of only
male HITRAITS in HISTATE may imply a sex difference.
Possibly the anxiety level of just males with high trait
anxiety is responsive to anxiety arousing situations. A more
plausible answer is that there may have been an artifact in
the methodology. Some females may have felt uncomfortable
having a male experimenter closely scrutinize their eyes and
facial position through two cameras. This would tend to make
them apprehensive both in LOSTATE and HISTATE and reduce
differences of pupil diameter across State Manipulation.
The situation becomes clearer when the data of the six
subjects not reporting higher anxiety in HISTATE were
eliminated. Interactions dropped out and the results suggest
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significantly higher pupil diameters in HISTATE than
LOSTATE. Hence, these subjects had significantly higher
state anxiety self-report scores as well as significantly
larger pupils. As a generalization, the method used to
manipulate state anxiety appears to be viable method for
further research if used in conjunction with (1)
administration of the STAI (or another questionnaire) to
identify and eliminate subjects not reporting increased
anxiety and (2) a physiological measure such as pupil
diameter to further verify the presence of anxiety.
Informativeness
At this point it is useful to review the rationale and
predictions of this study. Easterbrook's (1959) seminal article
posited that _higher levels of arousal correspond to a narrowed
range of cue utilization. Subsequently, varied research has
replicated this empirically derived notion and further
suggested that arousal selectively increases the attentional
bias towards relevant (versus irrelevant) task components.
In the present study subjects were asked to view and
describe a photograph. Increased anxiety was predicted to
increase attention to the most informative stimulus details.
Furthermore, it was predicted that attention would alter the
typical time course of picture viewing. Subjects would
persevere in the usual first stage, making long saccades from
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one highly informative detail to another, with relatively short
fixation durations.
In the present study no significant effects of state or
trait anxiety on cue utilization of informative details were
found. Anxiety level--both state and trait--did not affect
subjects' sampling of informative versus non-informative
areas. The data were

analyzed a number of ways, but no

significant result was found. Such analyses involved
measuring informativeness in terms of (1) mean
informativenes of fixated regions, (2) frequency of
fixations to regions of high, middle, or low informativeness
and (3) total fixation time (gaze) to areas of high, middle,
or low informativeness. For each of these measures an
analysis was run on the data of (1) all subjects and (2)
only those 34 subjects reporting higher state anxiety in
HISTATE. One can only surmise why the predicted result did
not eventuate.
The first possibility is that there may have been an
aspect of the methodology which could have been improved. It
is worthwhile to review the subjects' task: they viewed a
slide for 20 seconds, the slide was removed, and then they
had to describe the slide (while being recorded) "as if to
someone who hadn't seen it." was the task too easy to
demonstrate cue selectivity? The answer would be yes if only
a few cues were needed for task completion since after
attending these few cues a subject could explore the
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photograph "recreationally n . It would also be yes if the
subject had too much time to attend all cues. This follows
from the work of Hamilton (1969) and Hockey (1973) who found
that with a multi-source monitoring task, selectivity of
cues only occurred when subjects were restricted in their
sampling rate by a pacing procedure. For selectivity to be
observed, there had to be a ncost" associated with making an
attending response.
In this study the cost was lost time. The subject had
twenty seconds to view each slide and needed, at least in
theory, to "economize" attention. But only a few seconds of
viewing may have sufficed to adequately describe the slide.
In well under a second a person registers enough information
about a photograph to later remember it. Potter (1976)
employed a visual mask procedure to explore the
consolidation of memory for briefly presented images. A mask
is a stimulus presented before or after a target stimulus as
a disrupter; the degree of disruption is considered inverse
to the degree of consolidation. Subjects recognized
photographs presented for 300 milliseconds within a series
of other photographs of the same duration, indicating that
at this interval memory is immune to the masking effect of a
following photograph. When Potter employed a less
complicated, non-pictoral mask, a 100 millisecond exposure
provided immunity to masking.
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That a person quickly acquires information about
complex visual configurations is further indicated by Antes,
Penland, and Metzger {1981). Subjects comprehended the
" gist" or general theme of a line drawings presented for
only 100 milliseconds. After a two second presentation
subjects demonstrated knowledge not only about objects
thematically consistent with the gist, but also of objects
unlikely to appear in that particular scene. Hence at two
seconds there is acquisition of both

global and localized

pictoral information. In light of such fast acquisition of
visual information, twenty seconds might have been too long
to allow subjects to look at each slide. The time cost of
each saccade and fixation may have been too small to prompt
selectivity.
A related issue is task incentive. In the present study
would the· effects of anxiety have been more apparent if the
anxiety were task-related? It clearly was not task related-
generated instead by an impending course examination that
had nothing to do with the task. In addition, there was no
feedback on task performance to cause anxiety in reference
to success or failure. Lack of cue constriction might
suggest that subjects were unconcerned about their
performance on this task. Though most subjects seemed to use
the 20 seconds of time, descriptions of 3 or 4 sentences
were accepted. Did the lack of task related anxiety affect
performance?
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It probably did not. Easterbrook (1959) cites numerous
studies in which loud noise, temperature change or other
stressor not intrinsically related to the task altered range
of cue utilization. More recent examples would include
Hockey's work (1970a, 1970b, 1970c) using noise and sleep
deprivation. Apparently arousal works in a nonspecific way,
without reference to the source. Easterbrook implies a lack
of volition, the acting "upon" a passive individual by an
environmental event that affects arousal level. The event
need not be related to a subject's task and does not
necessarily enhance or impair task behavior, though of
course at times it may do either, depending upon features of
the task. Two of these features would be task complexity and
the subject's typical level of arousal.
The notion that performance is affected by arousal
whether or not it is task related is the most defensible
position. Alternatively, a different way to look at arousal
is that it is tool which people actively use to channel
attention to facilitate task performance. Wachtel (1967)
emphasizes the adaptive aspects of arousal effects on
cue-utilization, suggesting that it can be best viewed as
part of people's active attempts to cope with their
environment. An implication might be that that the source of
anxiety has to relate to th� goal in order to observe cue
constriction most clearly.
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Davies and Jones (1975) addressed this issue, examining
the effects of task motivation on cue selectivity. In
particular, they compared how selectivity was altered by (1)
monetary incentives on a task and (2) no{se. They also
explored the combined effects of the two. subjects performed
two tasks-- a central memory task and a task involving
latent learning of place locations of words. The results
indicated increased selectivity in both the noise and
incentive condition. However, when both noise and incentives
were added there was no increase in selectivity and the two
independent variables seemed to cancel out each other. The
mechanisms underpinning this phenomenon is worth further
study. To sum up: the implications of task selection for
future research of this kind are as follows. First, a more
difficult task is p robably needed. second, it does not seem
necessary for the anxiety to be task related.
There was an aspect of stimulus preparation which, in
retrospect, may have obscured the effects of anxiety on
attention to informative areas. As will be recalled,
stimulus photographs were divided into squares to be rated
for informativeness by an independent group of subjects. The
method for preparing the stimuli involved:
1) Photographing a magazine picture
2) Without moving the magazine picture, placing over it
a plate of glass on which a grid was marked
3) Photographing the magazine picture under the grid.
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The slide from Step 1 constituted the stimulus slide
presented to subjects in HISTATE and LOSTATE. The slide from
step 3 was viewed by an independent group of subjects who
rated each square for informativeness.
The problem was that at times the grid was placed so
that relatively informative details were spread across
several squares. Part of a face might be in one square while
part was in an adjacent square. This tended to reduce the
contrast in informativeness between squares. Ideally, the
squares would have been quite distinct from one another
informationally, so that a fixation on one of them would more
unambiguously indicate a fixation on an area of high (or low)
informativeness. The nature of stimulus construction as
outlined in steps 1-3 precluded redoing the grids after the
experimental.subjects had been run, for the following reason.
Once these subjects had viewed the photographs during eye
movement recording, it was necessary to produce, for raters,
the same photograph. There is only one way that a 6 X 4 grid
of squares can be placed on the photograph. In similar work
in the future, the experimenter needs to ensure that highly
informative details such as faces or unusual objects overlap
only minimally in adjacent squares.
Regions Fixated
Regions Fixated refers to the total number of regions
of the photograph fixated by the subject. This measure
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provided a test of Easterbrook's (1959) hypothesis as it
referred to physical location. The prediction was that
highly anxious subjects would on average fixate fewer of the
24 total regions. But results provided no basis to reject
the null hypotheses that the same number of regions were
fixated by subjects in HISTATE and LOSTATE, or by HITRAITS
and LOTRAITS. There were no interactions. The critique of
stimulus preparation described in the previous section is
also relevant to the lack of a significant result.
Particularly, overlap of details onto adjacent regions
reduced the number of exceedingly informative and
exceedingly non-informative regions. This reduced the
ability to discriminate when subjects were more exploratory
in their attention.
Fixation Duration and Interfixation Distance
In the Introduction it was predicted that anxiety level
would alter what Antes (1974) calls the "time course of
picture viewing," which refers to the characteristic changes
in eye movements and fixations that gradually develop over
time as a person views a drawing or other complex stimulus.
Two stages are typically seen. The first stage consists of
long saccades, or eye movements, from one highly informative
detail to another, with relatively short fixation durations.
In the second stage, informative details become "bases of
operation", from which shorter saccades are made to nearby
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details of lesser informativeness, whereupon there is a long
fixation and then a saccade back to the "base."
As described previously, anxiety level did not affect
informativess of sampled regions. In this respect the normal
time course of picture viewing remained intact. Fixation
duration was also unaffected by manipulations of state or
trait anxiety. The only alteration in picture viewing
involved state anxiety's effects on average interfixation
distance.
It was predicted that anxiety would lengthen
interfixation distance, that anxious subjects would continue
to scan from one highly salient aspect of the photograph to
another rather than explore nearby detail areas. The idea
had intuitive appeal inasmuch as anxious people are
frequently s�id to scan their environment. For example,
the diagnostic criteria for Generalized Anxiety Disorder in
the Diagnostic and Statiscal Manual, Third Edition (American
Psychiatric Association, 1980) includes "vigilence and
scanning." If such behavior occurred in picture viewing it
would provide, in miniature, a reproduction of real world
behavior. No such result was obtained. In fact, when the
data of the 34 subjects reporting higher state anxiety in
HISTATE were analyzed, average interfixation distance was
significantly shorter in BISTATE.
One explanation is that there was possibly a
methodological artifact. To explain such an artifact one
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aspect of the data collection needs to be described. As a
subject viewed a slide, the experimenter observed a monitor
outside the subject's field of vision. The monitor displayed
both the slide (recorded by a camera beh1nd the subject's
head) and crosshairs superimposed on the image of the slide.
The crosshairs indicated the subject's current fixation
point. It became clear over time that for some subjects the
crosshairs were, to various degrees, "shaky." That is, when
such a subject fixated a spot, the crosshairs would jiggle
around the actual fixation point as if the subject had
difficulty fixating for long on that spot. Other subjects
had steadier eyes.
That the shakiness was due to eye fatigue is suggested
by its worsening over the course of the 20 to 30 minute
experimental. session. Even subjects with steady fixations on
the first few slides sometimes tended towards shakiness on
the last several slides. Shakiness was especially evident
when calibration of the eye movement recorder took longer
than usual. During calibration--a procedure necessary to
adjust the machine to the subject's eye--the subject must
stare at small points on the visual field, a subjectively
fatiguing process. During long calibrations eye muscles may
have tired and been less able to hold the eye still. Rest
intervals (having subjects close their eyes after two or
three slides) were built into the data collection procedure
with some success.
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HISTATE subjects may have been particularly prone to
eye strain due to late night studying in preparation for the
next day's course examination. This explanation was
suggested by a number of spontaneous comments about eye
strain by HISTATE subjects. The eye movement recorder may
have interpreted shakiness as very short saccades. Hence
HISTATE subjects may have registered shorter interfixation
distance than was actually the case.
HISTATE subjects may also have had shaky eyes due to
motor tension--a feature familiar to most people at some
anxious point in their lives in the form of trembling hands,
shaking knees, quivering voice, eyelid twitch, jumpiness or,
less frequently, tics. The pervasiveness of motor tension in
anxious people is suggested by its inclusion in the DSM III
(American Psychiatric Association, 1980) diagnostic criteria
for both Panic Disorder and Generalize anxiety and eye
muscle tremors, eyes may involuntary tremble as do other
body parts.
If decreased interfixation distance in HISTATE is not
due to the artifact described above, is there another
plausible reason? One is that anxiety did indeed constrict
cues, but in an unforseen way. It was predicted that cue
constriction would occur along the dimension of
informativeness, the least informative cues being
eliminated. But anxiety may have constricted cues acording
to physical location, funneling attention to a smaller
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physical area of the stimulus photograph, narrowing the
"field of vision", and reducing attention to cues on the
photographs periphery. Easterbrook cited a review of studies
exploring this phenomenon.
"It has been suggested that the reduction under
stress in the range of cue utilization represents a
shrinkage of the perceptive field...If this
designation is valid, it ought to be possible to
demonstrate the effect with tasks commonly
described as perceptual. In fact, Granger (1953)
has mentioned nine clinical references to
restriction of visual fields in anxiety." (p.189)
This interpretation suggests that shorter saccades reflect
diminished area of attention, possibly due to reduced
sensitivity to peripherally located cues. Subjects may have
scanned only within the smaller perceptual field. The long
saccades typifying the usual first stage of picture viewing
may occur only with a suitably large field of perception.
Constriction of sensitivity to peripheral cues was
sufficiently subtle so that in other
respects--informativeness, fixation duration--the time
course of picture viewing was not significantly disrupted by
state anxiety.
There is, however, a problem when interfixation
distance is interpreted this way. Specifically, much of the
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research that Easterbrook cited in reference to constriction
of physical field involved rudimentary tasks, such as
pursuit-rotor tracking tasks and peripheral visual detection
tasks. Research using more real-life tasks requiring higher
order cognitive organization (such as this study) suggests
that it is not locationally peripheral cues that are
eliminated but cues peripheral in terms of task salience.
Hockey (1970b) writes:
A number of studies (Bahrick, Fitts and Rankin,
1952: Bursill, 1958: Easterbrook, 1959) have
suggested a "funneling" of vision in states of
high arousal, implying an actual contraction of
the visual field. This interpretation seems
unlikely to be true on the basis of the present
data. Rather, a funneling of attention seems to
occur, peripheral cues being neglected only
where they are of little relevance to the main
task (as was true of in these earlier studies).
The same point has been made by Cornsweet
(1969), who showed an increasing use of
peripheral cues with high arousal (threat of
shock) when they were highly relevant to
efficient performance on the task." (p. 4 1)
The above suggests the need to reconsider an
explanation based on a presumed narrowing of physical field
of vision under anxious conditions. Furthermore, if there
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were reduced attention to locationally peripheral cues, then
Regions Fixated (the mean number of fixated regions per
photograph) might be expected to drop, which it did not. And
if locationally peripheral cues were unat�ended, then one
might also expect less efficient task performance with
impaired ability to fixate the most task salient cues. Yet
in HISTATE subjects attention to informative areas did not
drop as measured by (1) mean informativeness of fixated
regions, (2) frequency of fixations to regions of high,
middle, or low informativeness and (3) duration of fixation
(gaze) to areas of high, middle, or low informativeness. In
fact, the first two measures indicated that in HISTATE
subjects had a non-significant tendency to fixate more
informative areas.
That shorter interfixation distance in HISTATE did not
impair performance may indicate more economical or efficient
deployment of saccades. However a legitimate argument
against this interpretation is that the most important
details were often centrally located in the slide.
Maintained attention to informative areas in HISTATE could
have resulted from either selective attention to centrally
located cues or selective attention to highly task relevant
cues. In future research of this sort it will be essential
to develop stimuli where informativeness is not confounded
with physical location on the slide (e.g. central versus
peripheral location).
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Summary and Future Directions
summary
This study examined the effects of state anxiety and
trait anxiety, as measured by self-report and pupil size, on
visual attention to photographs presented as slides. Visual
attention was operationally defined as eye fixations on
slides the subject was instructed to view and then describe.
Several predictions were made based on Easterbrook's (1959)
argument that increased arousal narrows the range of cue
utilization, as well as later research showing that arousal
causes an attentional bias to the environment's most task
salient cues. First, it was predicted that increased anxiety
would direct attention more to the slide's most informative
details. Informativeness of details was established by an
independent group of subjects who viewed the photographs
divided into regions by a grid and then rated the subjective
informativeness of each region.
Two alterations of the typical time course of picture
viewing, as described by Antes (1974) were noted. Antes
noted two stages of viewing, the first involving
scanning--long saccades from one highly informative detail
to another, with quick fixations. The second stage involved
shorter saccades to and from informative areas, or "bases of
operation", to nearby, less informative details, with longer
fixations. It was predicted that since anxiety would bias
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at tention to highly informative areas, mean interfixation
distance would increase in HISTATE because of long scans
between informative regions. Mean fixation duration would be
shorter in HISTATE as well, as is typical· of the first
stage.
The results showed that despite big differences in
trait anxiety scores, HITRAITS did not differ from LOTRAITS
on any dependent variables--informativeness of fixated
areas, number of regions fixated, interfixation distance, or
fixation duration. Nor was there a difference in mean pupil
diameter between the two groups. several reasons were
suggested for this discrepancy including: limitations on the
use of pupil size to measure arousal, the possiblility that
the trait-state dichotomy is false, and possible limitations
of the self-report measure.
The results also indicated no effects of state anxiety
on any of the dependent variables. There was no difference
in pupil diameter between HISTATE subjects and LOSTATE
subjects, despite significantly more state anxiety reported
on the state Trait Anxiety Inventory in HISTATE. Because the
manipulation of state anxiety was central to the design of
the study an attempt was made to isolate and remove subjects
not experiencing increased anxiety from LOSTATE to HISTATE.
The data of six subjects not reporting increased anxiety on
the State Trait Anxiety Scale were eliminated. Analysis of
the data of the remaining 34 subjects showed that mean pupil
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diameter was significantly larger in HISTATE than LOSTATE.
One could proceed with more assurance that state anxiety was
effectively manipulat�d. This confirmed the value of using
more than one type (e.g. self-report, behavioral,
physiological) of anxiety measure.
Analysis of the data of the 34 subjects also revealed
significantly shorter mean interfixation distance in
HISTATE. This unexpected finding--opposite to what was
predicted--presented several possibilities, the first being
a methodological artifact whereby the eye movement recorder
detected eye tremors and interpreted them as short saccades.
Such tremors may have been more characteristic of HISTATE
subjects than LOSTATE subjects because of (1) eye muscle
fatigue due to late night studying the preceding evening for
an examination on the day of data collection or {2) the same
type of motor tension responsible for trembling hands,
shaking knees and other similar somatic manifestations of
anxiety. A third possibility was that cue constriction did
occur, but along the dimension of physical location rather
than informativeness, in effect reducing the "field of
vision." Saccades may have been restricted in length within
this smaller perceptual field.
A problem with this last explanation is that though
constriction of physically located cues is well documented
when subjects perform simple tasks with simple stimuli, it
is not well documented when subjects perform more
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complicated visual tasks involving higher order processing,
as in the present study. In addition, task performance did
not suffer, as one would expect if constriction occurred
along a purely physical dimension. Therefore it is possible
that shorter saccades reflect an increased economy of
attentional deployment. It is, however, impossible to be
sure since the more informative regions of the slides tended
to be centrally located in the slide and reduced attention
to peripheral cues may only minimally impair task
performance. The need is for the development of stimuli that
unconfound physical location with degree of informativeness.
Future Directions
The present study might still be viable if redone with
alterations. One alteration would be to simply focus on the
effects of state anxiety and discard the investigation of
trait anxiety, as defined by the state Trait Anxiety
Inventory. After all, the Trait Anxiety factor had no effect
whatsoever on the dependent variables, nor did it correspond
to significantly increased pupil diameter. Nonetheless,
recall that state anxiety also had no significant effect on
pupil size or the dependent variables until certain subjects
were eliminated, whereupon effects on pupil diameter and
interfixation distance surfaced. An additional anxiety
measure may help isolate appropriately trait anxious
subjects, and eliminate those who for some reason such as
response style are reporting misleading levels of trait
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anxiety. All physiological variables do not vary identically
with different types of arousal and though pupil diameter
did not vary with trait anxiety scores, another measure
might. Additional alterations would be to reduce viewing
time per slide, and increase the task difficulty. As
described earlier, there must be a •cost• of each
attentional response to prompt selectivity. Allowing only 10
seconds for viewing and requiring a verbal description be of
20 seconds might fulfill this need. In addition, stimulus
construction might be altered so that informative details
are not spread across adjacent regions and there is maximum
contrast in informativeness between adjacent regions.
Interfixation distance decreased under increased
anxiety. The reason for this is uncertain. One possibility
was the presence of a methodological artifact. The eye
movement recorder may have interpreted "shaky• eyes as short
saccades. HISTATE subjects eyes may have been particularly
tremulous due to anxiety or muscle fatigue attendent upon
late night studying. One could investigate this by asking a
group of late night studiers and a group of situationally
anxious subjects to perform a visual task requiring long
fixations on a spot. Eye movement records of these subjects
could be compared with those of appropriate controls, and
also with their own records when rested and not anxious.
Despite the methodological artifact described above, it
should be noted that other research indicates that eye
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movement recording is a viable procedure in investigations
of attention in arousing situations. Loftus, Loftus and
Messa (1987) explored "weapon focus"--the tendency for some
crime witness's to focus attention on the weapon. The
authors recorded subjects' eye movements as they viewed
slides depicting (a) a hold up with a gun or (b) the same
scene but with a check substituted for the gun. Fixations on
the weapon were of greater frequency and duration than those
on the check. In addition, memory for scene details were
poorer in the slides with a gun. Two interpretations were
offered. First, focus on the weapon may result from
constriction of cues under aroused conditions, as described
by Easterbrook (1959). Second, focus on the weapon may
simply represent a tendency to fixate on any unusual,
unexpected object.
A future study might determine more exactly why
interfixation distance decreased in HISTATE--whether the
mechanism involved was reduced attention to (1) physically
peripheral cues or (2) less informative cues. The nature of
the stimuli confounded location and informativeness. More
suitable stimuli would be constructed so informative details
were located on the periphery of the slide. Attentional
narrowing along a physical dimension would reduce the mean
informativeness of fixated regions. Cue constriction along
the dimension of informativeness would not alter mean
informativeness of fixated regions.
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APPENDIX A
Table 18
Pupil Diameter Of Subjects Reporting Increased Anxiety in
BISTATE {arbitrary units): Means and Standard Deviations
LOSTATE
BITRAITS Males

72.1
{ 8.12)

BISTATE
Males

77.99
{ 6.05)

Females 71.4

{11.44)

Females 72.0
( 8.23)

Overall 71.7
{ 9.82)

overall 74.6
{ 7.75)

LOTRAITS Males

69.3
( 7.16)

Males

70.3
( 6.71)

Females 73.5
( 6.19)

Females 73.5
( 6.57)

Overall 71.1
( 6.89)

overall 71.1
( 6.66)

COMBINED Males

70.4
{ 7.46)

Males

73.5
{ 7.36)

Females 72.4
( 9.13)

Females 72.7
( 7.30)

Overall 71.4
( 8.27)

overall 73.1
( 7.27)
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Appendix B
Table 19
ANOVA Summary
Pupil Diameter of Subjects Reporting Increased State Anxiety
in HISTATE: Trait Anxiety by Sex by State Manipulation

df

Trait ( T)

1

1 .169

.01 1

sex (SX)

1

8.093

.078

TX sx

1

319.781

3.073

.09

Error Between

30

110.680

State Man

1

76.104

4.456

.044

TX SM

1

58.436

3.4 2 2

.075

SX X SM

1

51.557

3.019

.093

1

29.733

1.741

.197

TX S
XX

(SM)

SM

Error Within

30

Total

67

Mean
s9uares

Significance

Source

F

> .5

> .5
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Appendix c
Table 20
Mean Informativeness of Fixated Regions Viewed by Subjects
Reporting Increased State Anxiety in BISTATE (Higher
values Reflect Decreased Informativeness): Means and
standard Deviations

LOSTATE

BITRAITS

LOTRAITS

COMBINED

Males

6.5
(1.04)

BISTATE

Males

7.0
(1.41)

Females 7.6
( .92)

Females 7.2
( .77)

Overall 7.1
(1.08)

Overall 7.1
(1.06)

Males

Males

(

7.1
.8)

6.7
(1.0)

Females 7.0
( .81)

Females 6.96
( .7 3)

Overall 7.0
( .78)

Overall 6.8
( .87)

Males
Females
Overall

(

(

(

6.81
.91)

Males

7.3
.89)

Females 7.1
( .74)

7.1
.92)

Overall 6.9
( .96)

6.8
(1.15)
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Appendix D
Table 21
ANOVA Summary
Mean Informativeness of Fixated Regions for Subjects
Reporting Increased State Anxiety in HISTATE:
Trait Anxiety by Sex by State Manipulation

Source

df

Mean

F

Significance

Sg:uares
Trait ( T)

1

.253

.214

>.5

Sex (SX)

1

.082

.069

>.5

T X

1

.129

.109

>.5

30

1.337

sx

Error between

State Man (SM) 1

1.965

1. 872

.182

T X SM

1

.170

.162

>.5

SX X SM

1

.227

.217

>.5

T X SX X SM

1

.695

.662

Error within

30

Total

67

.423
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APPENDIX E
Table 22
Frequency of Hifixations, Midfixations, and Lofixations Per
subject Record For Subjects Reporting Increased State
Anxiety in HISTATE: Means and Standard Deviations

LOSTATE
HITRAITS
LOTRAITS
COMBINED

(
(
(

LOTRAITS

(
(

COMBINED

(

240.6
34.26)

238.3
47.81)

(

243.4
36.88)

23 5.2
44.7

)

(

Midfixations
(

118 .8
27.07)

(

120.8
25.86)

(

Lofixations

242.1
35.16)
HISTATE

123.
25,12)

LOSTATE

�-·

HISTATE

231.8
42.21)

LOSTATE
HITRAITS

Hifixations

108.6
19.03)
120.2
26.21)
114.8
23.5)
HISTATE

49.6
9.01)

45.7
(14.31)

LOTRAITS

48.6
(14.08)

46.4
(14.70)

COMBINED

49.1
(11.8)

46.0
(14.3

HITRAITS

(

)
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able 23
T
ANOVA Summary
Frequency of Hifixations, Midfixations and Lofixations For
subjects Reporting Increased Anxiety in HISTATE:
rait Anxiety by Sex by State Manipulation by
T
Informativeness

Significance

Source

df

Mean
Squares

T
rait ( T)
sex (SX)
TXSX
Error between

1
1
1
31

378.663
296.150
564.873
1710.810

.221
.173
.330

>.5
>.5
>.5

State Man (SM)
TXSM
SX X SM
TXSX XSM
Error

1
1
1
1
31

78.039
267.310
33.974
321.100

.146
.499
.063
.6

>.5
.485
>.5
.445

Inform ( I )
TX I
SX XI
TXSX XI
Error

2
2
2
2
62

651042.000
102.405
603.809
205.575
670.442

971.065
.153
1.020
.307

<.001
>.5
.367
>.5

SM XI
TXSM XI
SX X SM XI
TXSX XS XI
Error

2
2
2
2
62

467.945
209.768
152.356
440.972
724.375

.646
.290
.210
.609

T
otal

209

F

>.5
>.5
>.5
>.5
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APPENDIX G
Table 24
Me ans and Standard Deviations of Hifixation Gaze, Midfixation
Gaze, and Lofixation Gaze (In Seconds) Across All Trials For
subjects Reporting Increased Anxiety in HISTATE

LOSTATE
HITRAITS

Hifixations

HISTATE
95.4
(13.2)

Midfixations 42.2
( 8.01)

Lofixations

17.2
( 4.63)

Lofixations

16.3
5.82)

Hifixations

94.2
(16.81)

Hifixations

96.3
(13.90)

7. 9)

Midfixations 43.9

Midfixations 43.6
( 6.01)

Lofixations

17.9
( 5.01)

Lofixations

Hifixations

95.2
(15.0)

Hifixations

(

COMBINED

99.5
(12.02)

Midfixations 46.3
(

LOTRAITS

Hifixations

9. 2)

Midfixations 45.1
( 8. 3

Lofixations

)

17.4
4.88)

(

16.8

4. 5)

98.3
(12.76)

Midfixations 42.9
(

Lofixations

7. 0)

16.6
( 4.93)
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Table 25
ANOVA S ummary
Hifixation Gaze, Midfixation Gaze, and Lofixation Gaze For
Subjects Reporting Incr
eased Anxiety in HIS TATE:
e Manipul ation by
Trait Anxiety by Sex by S tat
Informativenes s

S ource

df

Trait (T )
Sex (SX)
TXSX
Error between

1
1
1
30

S tate Man (SM)
TXSM
SX
XSM
TXSXXSM
Error

1
1
1
1
30

Inform (I)
TXI
SX
XI
TXSX
XI
Error

2

2
2

2
60

SMXI
TXSMXI
SX
XSMXI
TXSXXS XI
Error

60

Total

203

2
2
2
2

F

S ignificance

48785536.
10082080.
92236704.
55503248.

.879
.182
1.662

.356
>.5
.208

612173.
13337436.
37623328.
234364576.

.073
.198
.558
3.475

>.5
>.5
.461
.073

875.573
.044
1.111
.579

<.001
>.5
.336
>.5

1.432
.321
.152
1.959

.247
>.5
>.5
.150

M
ean
Squares

5443183.
138225280.
71968560.
124391008.
175314304.
39263888.
18627008.
239933312.
122458240.
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TABLE 26
Number of Different Photograph Regions Fixated Per Trial
(#REGIONS) For Subjects Reporting Increased State
Anxiety in HISTATE: Means and Standard Deviations

LOSTATE
HITRAITS

Males

(

• 5 7)

Males

(

10.3

• 9 7)

Females 10.2

Females 10.2

Overall 10.3
( .48)

Overall 10.3

Males

Males

(

LOTRAITS

10.4

HISTATE

• 85)

10.4
( .26)

• 85)

(

(

(

• 7 6)

10.3

• 7 2)

Females 10.5

Females 10.3

Overall 10.6

Overall 10.3

(

(

COMBINED Males

• 8 0)

• 78)

10.5
.58)

Females

10.5
.53)
{

Overall

10.5

{

• 5 5}

(

• 9 4)

• 86)

(

Males

10.2
.87)
(

Females 10.3
. 7 8)
{
overall 10.3
{

• 81)
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Table 27
ANOVA Summary
Number of Photograph Regions Fixated Per Trial (#REGIONS)
of Subjects Reporting Increased State Anxiety in HISTATE:
Trait Anxiety by Sex by State Manipulation
Source

df

Mean

F

Significance

sguares
Trait (T)

1

.149

.006

>.441

Sex (SX)

1

.006

.009

>.5

T X sx

1

.082

.113

>.5

Error between

30

.727

State Man (SM) 1

.839

2.619

T X SM

1

.002

.006

>.5

SX X SM

1

.036

.112

>.5

T X SX X SM

1

.185

.577

Error within

30

Total

67

.320

.117

.454
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Table 28
Interfixation Distance of Subjects Reporting Increased State
Anxiety in HISTATE: Means and Standard Deviations

HISTATE
HITRAITS

LOTRAITS

Males

10.9
( 1.74)

Males

10.4
( 1.01)

Females 11.7
( 1.55)

Females 11.8
( 1.23)

Overall 11.4
( 1.62)

Overall 11.2
( 1.32)

Males

11.0
( 1.7)

Males

11.61
( 1.56)

Females 11.4

Females 11.8
( .8736)

Overall 11.1
( 1.37)

overall 11.7
( 1.27)

(

COMBINED

LOSTATE

Males

• 8 8)

11.0
( 1.66)

Males

11.1
( 1.46)

Females 11.5
( 1.25)

Females 11.8

Overall 11.2
( 1.48)

Overall 11.4

( 1.04)

( 1. 3)
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Appendix L
Table 29
ANOVA Summary
Interfixation Distance of Subjects Repoiting Increased State
Anxiety in BISTATE: Trait Anxiety by Sex by State Manipulation

Source

df

Trait (T)

Significance

Mean Squares

F

1

.139

.119

Sex (SX)

1

.811

.696

.411

T X SX

1

.614

.527

.474

Error between

30

1.166

>.5

State Man (SM) 1

2.460

4.539

.042

T X SM

1

1. 351

2.493

.125

SX X SM

1

.112

.206

X SX X SM

1

.802

1.479

Error within

30

Total

67

>.5
.234
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Table 30
Fixation Duration in Milliseconds for Subjects Reporting
Increased State Anxiety in BISTATE: Mean� and Standard
Deviations

HISTATE

LOSTATE
HITRAITS

LOTRAITS

Males

378
( 69.6)

Males

371
( 60.1)

Females

366
44.2)

Females

385
( 40.8)

Overall

371
( 55.0)

overall

379
( 48.8)

Males

371
(104.7)

Males

386
( 94.4)

Females

354
( 49.7)

Females

338
( 69.4)

Overall

363
( 83.0)

overall

365
( 85.4)

374
( 89.4)

Males

380
( 80.2)

Females

360
( 45.7)

Females

363
( 59.1)

Overall

367
( 70.3)

overall

371
( 69.8)

COMBINED Males
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APPENDIX N
Table 31
ANOVA Summary

Fixation Duration of Subjects Reporting Increased State
Anxiety in HI STATE: Trait Anxiety by sex by State
Manipulation

Mean Squares

Significance

Source

df

Trait (T)

1

2467.419

.371

>.5

Sex (S
X)

1

1801.854

.271

>.5

1

33.087

.005

>.5

TX sx

F

Error between

30

6655.266

State (ST)

1

346.052

.537

TX ST

1

1.340

.002

>.5

SX X ST

1

254.574

.395

>.5

TX SX X ST

1

1387.402

2.152

Error within

30

Total

67

.470

.153
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